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ABSTRACT
Improved Battery State Estimation Using Novel Sensing Techniques
by
Nassim Abdul Samad
Chair: Anna G. Stefanopoulou
Lithium-ion batteries have been considered a great complement or substitute for gaso-
line engines due to their high energy and power density capabilities among other advan-
tages. However, these types of energy storage devices are still yet not widespread, mainly
because of their relatively high cost and safety issues, especially at elevated temperatures.
This thesis extends existing methods of estimating critical battery states using model-
based techniques augmented by real-time measurements from novel temperature and force
sensors. Typically, temperature sensors are located near the edge of the battery, and away
from the hottest core cell regions, which leads to slower response times and increased
errors in the prediction of core temperatures. New sensor technology allows for flexible
sensor placement at the cell surface between cells in a pack. This raises questions about the
optimal locations of these sensors for best observability and temperature estimation. Using
a validated model, which is developed and verified using experiments in laboratory fixtures
that replicate vehicle pack conditions, it is shown that optimal sensor placement can lead
to better and faster temperature estimation.
Another equally important state is the state of health or the capacity fading of the cell.
This thesis introduces a novel method of using force measurements for capacity fade esti-
mation. Monitoring capacity is important for defining the range of electric vehicles (EVs)
and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). Current capacity estimation techniques re-
xii
quire a full discharge to monitor capacity. The proposed method can complement or replace
current methods because it only requires a shallow discharge, which is especially useful in
EVs and PHEVs.
Using the accurate state estimation accomplished earlier, a method for downsizing a
battery pack is shown to effectively reduce the number of cells in a pack without com-
promising safety. The influence on the battery performance (e.g. temperature, utiliza-
tion, capacity fade, and cost) while downsizing and shifting the nominal operating SOC is
demonstrated via simulations.
The contributions in this thesis aim to make EVs, HEVs and PHEVs less costly while
maintaining safety and reliability as more people are transitioning towards more environ-
mentally friendly means of transportation.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Energy and the automotive industry
Fossil fuels have been the major source of energy in recent years. Although there is an
increased consumption in renewables as shown in Fig. 1.1, coal, natural gas, and oil still
constituted around 85% of the total world consumption in million tones oil equivalent in
2014 [1]. Despite the fact that burning fossil fuels for energy has been around for around
two centuries, the energy debate nowadays ponders on whether this continuous fossil fuel
burning should continue or whether we should be switching to more renewable energy
sources.
Figure 1.1: World primary energy consumption per different resources from year 1989 to
2014.
To begin with, coal, which is considered as the cheapest method for producing elec-
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tricity, can result in the highest amount of CO2 emissions as compared to oil and natural
gas [2]. In 2012, China was by far the main consumer of coal at 47% of the total world
consumption, with the United States coming in at second place with 11% of total world
consumption [3]. On the other hand, the United States was the largest consumer of oil at
21% of the world consumption in 2013. Of that 21%, 45% is used for making motor gaso-
line [4]. The last of the fuels is natural gas, which is considered to be the cleanest of the
three, is mainly used in heating applications.
The issue of burning fossil fuels then arises for two main reasons. First, burning fossil
fuels leads to climate change and global warming. The global temperature variation since
400,000 years ago seems to correlate withe the levels of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
[5]. Figure 1.2 shows the a similar trend between the temperature and the CO2 levels.
Given the current dependance on fossil fuel burning, several labs have published projections
on the average world temperature rise for the next 100 years. The projections show global
temperature increase between 1.5 to 5.5◦C [6]. Figure 1.3 shows what the earth looked
like 18,000 years ago when the average temperatures were 5◦ lower than they are today
[7], showing how impactful only 5◦ can be on global climate. This motivates the efforts
to reduce the CO2 emissions in the atmosphere by transitioning to more electric vehicles
charged by renewable energy.
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Figure 1.2: Global temperature variation with varying CO2 levels from 400,000 years ago
till the present day [5].
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Figure 1.3: Northern hemisphere comparison 18,000 years ago versus today when global
temperatures were 5◦ lower [7].
The other issue with fossil fuels is the fact that they are limited and that they will
someday run out. The consensus seems to be that according to the current production
rate, the world will run out of oil in the next 50 years [1]. As such, the search for more
renewable sources of energy is needed to satisfy the energy demand of the world, especially
in the field of transportation. In fact, in the U.S, transportation is one of the largest energy
sectors [8] and it is almost all powered through petroleum as shown in Fig. 1.4. For this
reason, significant effort and research has poured recently into the electrification of vehicles
as manufacturers and researchers try to introduce more renewable or less polluting means
of transportation.
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Figure 1.4: Estimated U.S. energy use in 2014 [8].
1.1.2 Electrification of vehicles
There are a couple of different types of electric vehicles in the market today. They are
electric vehicles (EVs), plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs), hydrogen vehicles and
hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). HEVs have a combustion engine and an electric motor
that work together. As such, instead of relying entirely on the gas, and HEV can help
reduce emissions and increase mileage by also using power from the battery, mainly during
acceleration. This battery is charged either using the engine or using a process called
regenerative breaking to recover the energy that is typically wasted in friction brakes. It
cannot be charged externally. PHEVs, like the chevy volt, are better than HEVs in the
sense that they use the battery until it depletes before the engine kicks in. This means, on
a day to day basis with short trips, these types of vehicles rarely use the engine. Such cars
are charged by plugging externally into a charging station. Fuel cell hydrogen and electric
vehicles are totally electric and produce no CO2 emissions.
Figure 1.5 shows the increase in the number of electric vehicles in the world in recent
years. From 2015 to 2016 year alone, the increase was 73% [9]. With this increase, several
different concerns arise for electric vehicle consumers, like performance, cost, range, safety
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and cleanliness.
Figure 1.5: Stock of electric car vehicles across the world from 2009 to 2016 [9].
From an environmental stand point, electric vehicles charged at charging stations pro-
duce, on average, less emissions equivalent to gasoline cars [10]. Figure 1.6 shows that
nearly half of all americans live in areas where charging an electric vehicle produces emis-
sions equivalent to gasoline cars with miles per gallon rating of more than 50 mpg. Even
in the worse case, charing an EV produces emissions equivalent to a gasoline vehicle with
a 31-40 mpg rating.
5
Figure 1.6: U.S. global emissions ratings for electric vehicles [10].
From a safety perspective, electric vehicles usually achieve higher safety ratings than
gasoline engine cars. The Tesla Model S achieved the best safety rating given to any car
ever [11]. However, there are still concerns about the safety and reliability of battery packs
in an electric vehicle especially at elevated temperatures. When looking at cost, electric
vehicles cost more than gasoline cars mainly because of the cost of the batteries. Although
the projected price of Li-ion batteries is projected to decrease as shown in Fig. 1.7, more
research is required in the field of Li-ion batteries to be able to reach the Department of
Energy required target of $125 by year 2022.
6
Figure 1.7: Projected battery cost per KWh.
1.1.3 Lithium ion batteries
Lithium-ion batteries have been one of the most popular choices for powering electric
vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). Compared to other battery chemistries,
lithium-ion batteries outperform their competitors because of their high energy and power
densities, their ability to achieve long driving ranges and because they have no memory
effects.
Lithium-ion batteries have three main components: a positive electrode (mainly made
of a chemical compound like lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4)), a negative electrode
(generally made from carbon) and an electrolyte. When the cell is being charged, the
lithium ions move from the positive to the negative electrode through the electrolyte medium.
As a result, the electrons flow in an external circuit since they cannot flow through the elec-
trolyte as it is an insulating barrier [12]. Likewise, when the cell is being discharged,
the ions and consequently the electrons flow in opposite directions. Figure 1.8 shows a
schematic of the discharging process of a lithium-ion battery.
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Figure 1.8: Schematic of the discharging process of a lithium-ion battery [13].
Since electric vehicles are powered by Li-ion cells, it is empirical that researchers ex-
ploit all possible means for improving the performance of Li-ion batteries while maintain-
ing safety and decreasing costs.
1.2 Motivation
The proposed thesis is intended to look at possible methods to make electric battery
packs more affordable. Specifically, this is done by investigating state estimation of tem-
perature, state of charge (SOC) and state of health (SOH) in lithium-ion batteries. The
accurate knowledge of these states can result in better power management strategies that
allow for better and efficient utilization of the batteries. Also, this would present opportu-
nities to scale down the size of batteries or packs and thus reducing cost. This is achieved
because better state estimation results in more confidence in the operating limits of cells
and the ability to push the cells to their limits.
Battery temperatures must be managed during high power operation due to internal
heating of the cell. If the cell temperature rises above the breakdown temperature of the
electrolyte or solid electrolyte interface, thermal runway could occur [14]. Better temper-
ature state estimation is thus necessary. This could be achieved by using accurate math-
ematical models that are validated against a wide range of operating conditions and by
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optimally placing sensors on the cell to give a faster and more accurate estimates of the
core temperatures of a cell, which are usually the highest.
Also, although lithium-ion batteries have been one of the most popular choices for use
a power sources in electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs), their per-
formance still suffers from aging and degradation mechanisms [15, 16, 17] that hinders
their efficient performance. In a vehicle, the battery management system (BMS) is respon-
sible for many functions, mainly state estimation. Of the many important states that are
affected by battery aging is the state of health (SOH). The SOH of a battery is usually
quantified using either resistance growth [18, 19] or capacity fading [20, 21, 22]. Capac-
ity fade estimation is important since it dictates the range of driving of EVs and PHEVs.
Many methods are present that can predict and estimate capacity fade [23, 24]. However,
much improvement could still be achieved by implementing techniques that allow for more
frequent estimation of the capacity and the replacement or complementing of the current
methods.
Finally, this improved state estimation can be implemented in current power manage-
ment strategies to explore opportunities to downsize battery packs and thus reduce costs.
Considering that most automotive companies employ lithium-ion batteries in their electric
vehicles, and that lithium ion batteries are being widely used in energy storage devices [25]
and consumer electronics [26], it is important that opportunities to downsize batteries or
battery packs be seized such that they become affordable to all consumers.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
In Chapter 2, a distributed thermo-electric model is described. A validated model is
necessary to accurately estimate and predict the core temperatures of the cells. The model
couples a 3-D thermal network with a 2-D spatially distributed equivalent circuit electrical
model. A method for parameterizing the model by coupling the parameterization with a
high fidelity finite element model is introduced. A fixture is devised to replicate the same
conditions experienced by the batteries in a vehicle pack. The model is then validated
against spatially distributed measured temperature data using thin film sensors that allow
for temperature validation on the surface of the cells. The validation is also performed
against a wide range of operating conditions.
In Chapter 3, a method for finding the optimal sensor location for the estimation of
the core temperatures of the battery cell is shown. The method looks at the eigenmode
projections onto the observability subspace [27]. Results show the improved estimation of
core temperature by placing the sensors on the optimally identified locations on the surface
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of the cell versus placing the sensor near the tab of the cell where it is conventionally
placed.
The distributed thermo-electric model identified in Chapter 2 is reduced to a two state
model and expanded onto a pack level in Chapter 4. The optimal locations of a finite
number of sensors in the pack is studied by analyzing the observability and observability
gramian matrices. A power management strategy that takes into account the electrical
and thermal constraints of the battery is applied at the pack level. The results are used
to identify opportunities of scaling down the pack size and shifting the nominal operating
SOC window without sacrificing capacity loss.
In Chapter 5, a novel method of using force in the incremental capacity analysis for
estimating capacity fade is introduced. The method relies on using force measurements
during battery operation to create the incremental capacity curves. The identified peaks in
those curves can be utilized to estimate and predict battery capacity loss.
Finally, the thesis is concluded with ideas on future work. This includes using the force
in an electro-thermal mechanical model that can be utilized to improve state of charge
estimation [28, 29], and better estimate capacity loss [30].
1.4 Contributions
This work will present the following contributions:
• A method for coupling the parameterization of an electro-thermal model with a high
fidelity finite element model [31, 32]. In a battery pack where complex geometries
affect airflow, it is very hard to parameterize the flow parameters of an electro-thermal
model. However, by coupling the parameterization with a finite element model, a
method could be established to allow for an accurate parameterization of the electro-
thermal model.
• Validation of an electro-thermal model against a wide range of operating conditions.
With the emergence of new temperature sensor technologies, it is now possible to
measure the surface temperature of cells while operating. This allows for temperature
validation of distributed thermal models over the surface of the cell. For this purpose,
a fixture is fabricated to replicate the same conditions experienced by the cells in a
hybrid electric vehicle pack. Model validation is performed against different nominal
SOCs, ambient temperatures, current amplitudes and pulse widths.
• A method for choosing the optimal sensor location on the surface of a cell [33]. Con-
ventional temperature sensors are placed near the tabs of the cells in a battery pack
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given the physical constraints. However, with the use of new thin film temperature
sensors, the temperature at various surface locations can be measured. Thus a vari-
ation of the eigenmode projection method presented by Lim et al. [27] is presented
to allow for the best thermal estimation of the core nodes of a jelly roll inside the
battery. Results show that placing a sensor on the surface of the cell outperforms
placing one near the tab (as is done conventionally). Also the best sensor location
for estimating the core temperatures of the cell is shown to be at the hot spot on the
surface of the cell, and is independent of the current magnitude.
• A power management strategy that takes into account the electrical and thermal con-
straints of a battery is applied at a pack level. The application of the methodology
on a particular pack shows that pack size can be decreased by more than 15% while
shifting the operating SOC window [34, 35]. This would result in minimal increase
in capacity fade (less than 1%) over a simulated travel distance of 95000 miles.
• A novel method of using force measurements for estimating capacity fade is shown
[30]. This method relies on the incremental capacity analysis. The method plots the
differential of charge or discharge capacity over the differential of voltage (dQ/dV)
with respect to voltage. The resulting plot shows a peak which will shift as the cell
degrades. Instead of using voltage, the new method relies on the force measurements
during the operation of a battery. For an NMC cell, the capacity fade estimation us-
ing the incremental capacity analysis using voltage occurs around the 40% of state
of charge, while that using force measurements occurs around the 70% of state of
charge. Consequently, the force-based estimation can be used more often in an elec-
tric vehicle (EV) or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV). Also, this method can
result in individual cell capacity estimates with an absolute mean and standard de-
viation on the error of 0.42% and 1.14% respectively between the measured and
estimated capacities. The method is shown to be insensitive to the applied C-rate for
small C-rates (less than C/3). Additional work is needed to establish the applicability
of the method during charging.
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CHAPTER 2
Dynamic electro-thermal model
2.1 Introduction
In a Li-ion battery cell, it is crucial to monitor and predict voltage, temperature and
other important states, like the state of charge (SOC). Accurate prediction of those states is
critical for developing battery management systems (BMS) that can utilize the full potential
of a battery. Researchers have utilized different approaches to modeling the thermal and
electrical behavior of Li-ion battery cells. Physics based models [36, 37, 38], which solve
the governing equations of lithium-ion transport in the cell, can predict microscopic level
behavior and performance, but require large computational power to solve the associated
partial differential equations. Other models, which are more adequate for control oriented
purposes, such as the battery management system (BMS) of a vehicle, employ electrical
circuit elements [39, 40] to model the physical responses of the battery. These equiva-
lent circuit models (ECMs) are relatively easy to parameterize and can yield sufficiently
accurate results that justify their use in a BMS.
ECMs have been applied to cylindrical and prismatic cells. In cylindrical cells, ECM
models that predict internal cell temperatures can be used to limit power [41] and control
battery states such as SOC and regulate temperature by controlling the cooling system.
Gao at al. [42] formulated a single RC equivalent circuit model with temperature and state
of discharge (SOD) dependent open circuit voltage (OCV), coupled with a ”bulk” thermal
model that characterizes the whole battery as one uniform temperature. In [39] and [43],
Perez et al. and Lin et al. respectively worked on parameterizing a two state thermal model
(surface and core) coupled with a double RC equivalent circuit model with temperature
and state of charge dependent parameters. Smith et al. [44] used finite volume methods to
model the temperature distributions along with a representative equivalent circuit model.
Prismatic cells can be physically packaged more efficiently than cylindrical cells. How-
ever, their electro-thermal-mechanical response is influenced by their packaging (hard-
encased or pouch) and their dimensions. Many techniques were proposed in literature
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for modeling the thermal behavior of prismatic cells [45, 46, 47]. Wang at al. [48] con-
sidered different thermal models and studied the computational efficiency and accuracy of
these models. Inui et al. [49] considered the effect of the cross-sectional area of a prismatic
battery on the temperature distributions within that battery. Gualous et al. [50] developed a
new thermal parameter estimation tool using a first order Cauer thermal model, and inves-
tigated the behavior of a battery under abuse conditions. Other more recent models have
presented coupled electro-thermal models that can predict temperature distributions in a
prismatic cell [40, 45, 51]. In particular, coupled electro-thermal models with distributed
equivalent circuits [40, 45] have been able to simulate the local dynamics of prismatic cells
and observe the local variations in temperature.
The following chapter will present a coupled electro-thermal model capable of predict-
ing the spatial temperature variation on the surface of the cell. The model is validated in
a fixture with a novel set of sensors over a wide range of temperatures, SOCs and C-rates.
The fixture is meant to replicate the pack conditions in a hybrid electric vehicle battery
pack. The results show good agreement with experimental data.
2.2 Coupled electro-thermal model
The model presented here couples a ((m+ 3)× (n+ 4)× 5) state 3-D thermal model
with an (m × n) 2D distributed equivalent circuit electrical model. Variables m and n
can be modified and changed to increase the complexity and accuracy of the model. The
thermal model has a 5 layered mesh, as shown in Fig. 2.1. For k = 1 or 5, each layer has
airflow nodes. For k = 2 or 4, each layer has surface nodes that represent the aluminum
casing of the cell. The middle layer (k = 3) has jelly roll nodes that lump the average
properties of the roll, air gap nodes, and aluminum casing nodes (edge nodes). The 2D
electrical model only represents the core nodes of the jelly roll. All (m× n) jelly roll core
nodes are thus electrically and thermally connected. The electrical model generates output
of terminal voltage, SOC and heat generation. The heat generation feeds into the thermal
model to determine the temperature distributions which then feed back into the electrical
model to determine the electrical properties which are functions of temperature.
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Figure 2.1: 5 layered mesh for thermal model
2.2.1 Experimental conditions
A fixture is designed to replicated battery pack conditions in a vehicle as shown in Fig.
2.2. The fixture consists of 3 Lithium Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) Oxide battery cells
clamped together between two Garolite end plates. Each battery cell is 120 × 85 × 12.7
mm and has a nominal Qnominal = 5 Ah capacity. A spacer is sandwiched between the
batteries. The spacer has dimples which allow for airflow between the cells and maintains
compression of the fixture (refer Fig. 2.2). The middle battery is instrumented with an
array of RTD (resistance temperature detector) sensors on both sides. There are 36 RTDs
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on each side of the battery. These thin film RTD sensors are mounted on the dimples of
the spacer and measure the spatial surface temperature of the middle cell. The fixture is
placed in an environmental chamber for ambient temperature control. The fixture has a fan
connection to allow for flow control. This setup was designed to replicate the conditions
in an actual vehicle, where the cells are stacked in an array. The novel thin RTD sensors
allow for spatial surface temperature measurements while the cell is operating under flow
and load conditions similar to that in the vehicle.
Figure 2.2: 3-cell fixture used in experiments showing placement of RTD sensors on spacer
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Figure 2.3: Double RC model representing an electrical node
2.2.2 Electrical model
In order to simulate the SOC and current variation at different spatial locations of the
battery, a double RC model is implemented at each electrical node. Figure 2.3 shows a
schematic of the equivalent circuit model at electrical node (i, j), where 2 ≤ i ≤ m + 1
and 3 ≤ j ≤ n + 2, and n and m is the number of discretizations along the length and
width of the jelly roll. The series resistance Rs,ij represents the internal resistance of the
electrical node, which accounts for ohmic losses. The pairs (R1,ij, C1,ij) and (R2,ij, C2,ij)
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represent the resistances and capacitances that account for lithium diffusion in the solid and
electrolyte. The OCV, which represents the open circuit voltage of the cell with no applied
current, is a function of state of charge. Since the model assumes that the current collectors
are infinitely conductive, this means that all electrical nodes are connected in parallel. The
model at this stage does not account for tabbing. At each (m × n) 2-D spatial electrical
node, a double RC equivalent circuit model is used to determine the local through-plane
current density. ∑
2≤i≤m+1
3≤j≤n+2
Iij = I (2.1)
where I is the total current into the battery. At each electrical node, Kirchhoff’s voltage
law applies so that at node (i, j), we have:
OCVij − IijRs,ij − V1,ij − V2,ij = Vt (2.2)
So for an input I , since V1,ij, V2,ij , and OCVij are states in this model, we can solve the
following equation to get the local distributions of Iij:
1 1 ... 1 0
Rs,11 0 ... 0 1
0 Rs,21 ... 0 1
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 ... Rs,mn 1


I11
I21
I31
...
Vt

=

I
OCV11 − V1,11 − V2,11
OCV21 − V1,21 − V2,21
...
OCVmn − V1,mn − V2,mn

(2.3)
The state equations representing an electrical node (i, j) are: V˙1,ijV˙2,ij
z˙ij
 =

− 1
R1,ijC1,ij
0 0
0 − 1
R2,ijC2,ij
0
0 0 0

 V1,ijV2,ij
zij
+

1
C1,ij
1
C2,ij
− 1
Qij
[ Iij ] (2.4)
where Qij = Qm×n is the nominal capacity of the cell node and zij is the state of charge of
the cell node.
2.2.3 Thermal model
A 3-D thermal model is also implemented where a 5 layered-user defined mesh is in-
troduced as shown in Fig. 2.1. The middle layer represents the thermal core nodes. The
2nd and 4th layers has surface nodes that represent the aluminum casing. The outer most
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layers represent the airflow nodes. The thermal properties of aluminum are used for the
surface nodes corresponding to the battery casing. The casing has a measured thickness
of 0.6 mm. Air gaps exist between the jelly roll and the aluminum casing. These gaps
are modeled using air thermal properties. This simplified model, where the a 2D mesh is
used to lump the average properties of the jelly roll, is shown to be sufficiently accurate
but much faster than a detailed model [48]. Heat generation occurs at the jelly roll core
nodes, and surface convection occurs at the surface nodes. Conduction in the jelly roll is
assumed to be anisotropic as the thermal conductivities across the x-y plane and z-axis are
an order of magnitude different as reported in [47, 52]. Moreover, since the aluminum shell
is relatively thin compared to the jell roll, the heat conduction from the core nodes to the
surface nodes is dictated only by the thermal conductivity of the jelly roll in the z-axis.
The 3-dimensional heat transfer in each thermal node (i, j, k) in the cell is governed by
the general heat equation (Eq. 2.5)
ρcV
dTijk
dt
= Q˙gn,ijk + ∆Qijk, (2.5)
where k = 1, ..., 5, i = 1, ...,m + 3 and j = 1, ..., n + 4 are the coordinates of the thermal
node according to the thermal mesh layout in Fig. 2.1. ρ is the density of the node volume,
c is the specific heat capacity, and V the volume of that node. Q˙gn,ijk represents the heat
generation in the unit volume. Note that the heat generation only occurs in the electrical
core nodes (for which k = 3). Accordingly, the heat generation Q˙gn,ijk is:
Q˙gn,ijk =

I2ijRs,ij +
V 21,ij
R1,ij
+
V 22,ij
R2,ij
+ IijTij
dU
dT
∣∣∣∣
ij
k = 3 , 2 ≤ i ≤ m+ 1 , 3 ≤ j ≤ n+ 2
0 otherwise
(2.6)
where the first 3 terms of Eqn. 2.6 represents the ohmic heat generation, and the last term
represents the entropic heat generation. ∆Qijk in Eq. 2.5 represents the net heat conduction
and/or surface convection into the node volume, depending on the location of that thermal
node. For a thermal core node (jelly roll, air gap or aluminum casing) where k = 3, the net
heat flow is:
∆Qijk =
KxAx
Lx
(T(i−1)jk + T(i+1)jk − 2Tijk) + KyAy
Ly
(Ti(j−1)k + Ti(j+1)k − 2Tijk)
+
KzAz
Lz
(Tij(k−1) + Tij(k+1) − 2Tijk). (2.7)
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In the jelly roll, thermal conductivity is anisotropic. It is the same in the xy − plane, so
Kx = Ky = Kxy , and Kz is the thermal conductivity across the electrode planes. For
the air gap nodes, thermal conductivity is the same (Kx = Ky = Kz = Kair). For an
aluminum casing node, the net heat flow is that of Eq. 2.7 where one of the conduction
terms is replaced by hsideAside(Tair − Tijk) depending on the location of the node.
For a surface node (i, j, k) where k = 2 or k = 4, the net heat flow is:
∆Qijk =
KxAx
Lx
(T(i−1)jk + T(i+1)jk − 2Tijk) + KyAy
Ly
(Ti(j−1)k + Ti(j+1)k − 2Tijk)
+
KzAz
Lz
(Tij(k+1) − Tijk) + hsurfAsurf (Tij(k−1) − Tijk). (2.8)
Note that Eq. 2.8 above is for the case where k = 2. For k = 4, k+ 1 and k− 1 are simply
reversed due to the layout of the mesh. Finally the net heat transfer for an airflow node
(i, j, k), where k = 1 or k = 5, is defined as:
∆Qijk = hsurfAsurf (Tij(k+1) − Tijk) + m˙inhin − m˙outhout
= hsurfAsurf (Tij(k+1) − Tijk) + (ρc)airAgapv(Ti(j−1)k − Tijk).
(2.9)
Again, Eq. 2.9 above is for the case where k = 1. For k = 5, k + 1 and k− 1 are reversed.
In Eqs. 2.7, 2.8, and 2.9, Ax, Ay and Az are the corresponding areas between neighboring
nodes in the x, y and z directions and they depend on the number of discretizations in the
cell. Note that Asurf , Aside and Agap are special cases of Ax, Ay or Az for the cases where
the node is on the surface, side or air respectively. Lx, Ly and Lz are the corresponding
lengths between neighboring nodes in the x, y and z directions. Tijk is the temperature of
node (i, j, k), hsurf and hside are the heat transfer coefficients along the surface and the
sides of the cell respectively, and v is the mean velocity of air over the surface of the cell,
which is not measured in the experiments. This velocity will be parameterized by coupling
the cell electrothermal model with a finite element flow model which will be explained in
Section 2.2.5.2. Note that radiative heat transfer could contribute up to 63% of the overall
heat transfer out of the cell [48], but in this experiment, the cells are enclosed in a fixture as
shown in Fig. 2.2, which limits the radiative heat transfer considerably. Thus hsurf would
be representative of the heat transfer coefficient over the surface of the battery. Finally for
those nodes that are on the sides (not the surface), another heat transfer coefficient hside
is considered since the conditions on the surface and the sides of the battery are different.
Note that hsurf and hside are a function of flow conditions, and are constant for a given flow
condition. The thermal parameters to be identified for the thermal model would be:
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• jelly roll parameters: Kxy, Kz and ρc
• airflow parameters: hsurf , hside and v
2.2.4 Electrical model parameterization
The distributed model requires that electrical parameters be identified at each node of
the jelly roll. To achieve this, one double RC model was assumed to represent the entire
jelly roll. Electrical parameterization was done under controlled conditions at different tem-
peratures and SOCs to characterize the resistances (Rs, R1, R2) and capacitances (C1, C2)
of the double RC model. This model is then expanded into a distributed model by distribut-
ing the electrical resistances (Rs, R1, R2) in parallel (i.e.
∑
2≤i≤m+1
3≤j≤n+2
1
Rs,ij
= 1
Rs
) among the
electrical core nodes. Accordingly, to maintain the time constant, the capacitances (C1, C2)
are distributed in series (i.e.
∑
2≤i≤m+1
3≤j≤n+2
C1,ij = C1). This agrees with the assumption in
Section 2.2.2 that terminal voltage across all core nodes is the same and that the distributed
double RC circuits are assumed to be in parallel. Also the capacity of each node is as-
sumed to scale with the corresponding number of electrical nodes (i.e. Qij = Qnominalm×n ).
The surface nodes are only represented by thermal nodes and are thus not accounted for in
the distributed double RC model.
Figure 2.4 shows the current profile used for parameterization at each SOC step. The
battery was charged to 100% SOC and allowed to relax, and then a series of pulses were
performed at different SOCs. The pulses consisted of a (5A, -5A, 15A, -15A) pulses of 10
sec duration with 200 sec rest after the (5A, -5A) pulses and 300 sec rest after the (15A,
-15A) pulses. This parameterization was done for T ∈ {45, 35, 25, 15, 5,-5}◦C. A fine
parameterization was done at higher and lower SOCs (SOC ∈ {0, 2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, 15, 20,
30, ..., 80, 85, 90, 92.5, 95, 97.5, 100}) since a bigger change in the electrical parameters
is expected at those SOCs.
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Figure 2.4: Current profile used for electrical parameterization
Figure 2.5 shows the voltage fit on the relaxation data after the 15A, 10 sec CC (constant
current) discharge pulse, and the error on the fit for 3 models: single, double and triple RC
models, at 3 different SOC (30%, 50%, and 70%). The double and triple RC models
provide a better fit to the data than the single RC model. Although less accurate than a
triple RC model, the parameters identified using a double RC model can easily span the
wide ranges of SOC and temperature and yield small errors and root mean square errors
(RMSE) on voltage estimation [43, 53]. The resulting electrical parameters are plotted in
Fig. 2.6. As expected the electrical resistances decrease with increasing temperature and
increase at lower SOCs. The behavior of Rs as a function of temperature seems to follow
an Arrhenius relationship, where the resistance increases exponentially as a function of
decreasing temperature.
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Figure 2.6: Electrical parameters Rs, R1, C1, R2, and C2 as a function of SOC and temper-
ature
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Figure 2.7 shows the time constants for the double RC pairs (R1, C1) and (R2, C2) at
different temperatures. The electrical response of the battery has 2 time constants that are
an order of magnitude different. The larger time constant also shows that the battery relaxes
slower at lower and higher SOCs.
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Figure 2.7: Time constant for both RC pairs at different temperatures
Finally, the entropic heat generation of the battery dU
dT
in Eq. 2.6 has to be parame-
terized. A voltage relaxation method was used [54]. The method consists of charging or
discharging the battery to a certain SOC, letting it relax and then changing the temperature
to measure the OCV change. The value of dU
dT
is the slope of the OCV as a function of
temperature at that SOC, defined as:
dU
dT
=
U(T2)− U(T1)
T2 − T1 , (2.10)
where T is the temperature of the battery cell, and U(T ) is the value of the OCV at that
temperature. Figure 2.8 shows the slope dU
dT
at different SOCs. In a lithium cobalt oxide
cell, dU
dT
is a strong function of SOC and not temperature [49], so in this chapter, entropy
change is also assumed to be a function of SOC only. Thus, this experiment was performed
at 25oC and the results are considered representative of the range of temperatures in our
experiments. Depending on the sign of current and dU
dT
, the value of IT dU
dT
could be positive
or negative implying an exothermic or endothermic reaction respectively. This effect would
be observable at low charge or discharge rates where the ohmic heat generation is small
compared to the entropic heat generation. At values of SOC between 45% SOC and 80%
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SOC, the entropy coefficient is positive, but it is negative beyond these points.
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Figure 2.8: Entropy slope dU
dT
as a function of SOC as measured during discharge at 25oC
The electrical parameters are applied at every jelly roll node in the cell. These parame-
ters are a function of SOC and temperature. Since each node operates at a slightly different
temperature, then each node will electrically operate at a slightly different SOC state.
2.2.5 Thermal model parameterization
As noted earlier in section 2.2.3, the thermal jelly roll and airflow parameters of the
battery are unknown. Many papers have cited values for the thermal parameters [47, 45,
52], but in this case, since each core node in the jelly roll is considered a lumped node, the
published values cannot be used and parameterization was done to quantify the values of
these lumped parameters.
The thermal parameterization was performed in two steps:
• Step 1: An optimization fitting algorithm was applied to identify the unknown param-
eters under a simple natural convection scheme with no airflow. Since it is a natural
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convection scheme, the velocity term, v, was dropped in Eq. 2.9. This allowed for
the identification of parameters Kxy, Kz, hsurf , hside and ρc. Note that parameters
Kxy, Kz, hside and ρc would remain the same regardless of the convection scheme
since they are independent of the air flow. Only hsurf and the flow velocity, v, over
the surface of the cell would change as the convection conditions change.
• Step 2: The objective of this step is to identify the mean air flow velocity, v, over
the surface of the cell. A forced convection scheme was considered, where mov-
ing air was present to cool the battery. Air flow was produced by a cooling fan that
was attached to the 3-cell fixture air outlet (refer Fig. 2.2). Parameters Kxy, Kz,
hside and ρc were assumed unchanged and were fed to a finite element model (FEM).
The airflow parameter, v, was parameterized by using a training data set (39A puls-
ing under forced natural convection). This identified value of v was also validated
using the FEM against 2 other experiments (20A and 50A under the same forced
convection scheme). The resulting velocity, v, was then fed back into the equivalent
circuit model, where the heat transfer coefficient, hsurf , was retuned under the same
forced convection scheme used in the FEM (i.e. using the same velocity and puls-
ing profiles). The flow chart shown in Fig. 2.9 shows the process of cascading the
parameterization between the FEM and the equivalent circuit model.
Figure 2.9: Flow chart showing the process of cascading parameterization in COMSOL
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2.2.5.1 Step 1: Parameter fitting
Parameterization was done using least squares method [43]. Thermal equations 2.5
through 2.9 were solved using ODE solver in MATLAB, and the resulting simulated surface
temperature distributions were interpolated into the 36 RTD sensor locations shown in Fig.
2.2. A least squares was performed on all n = 1, ..., 36 RTD sensors for the duration of
the simulation, t ∈ [0 120, 000] sec, to find the best fit for the parameters. The objective
function J to minimize is:
J =
36∑
n=1
√√√√tend∑
t=0
(T¯n(t)− Tn(t))2 (2.11)
where T¯n(t) and Tn(t) are the measured and simulated temperatures respectively at the
sensor locations at time t.
Figure 2.10 shows the current profile used for parameterization and the corresponding
measured temperatures on the surface of the battery. The experiment is performed under
natural convection schemes where the fixture fan is turned off, and chamber fan is turned
on to maintain ambient temperature. This meant that there was no airflow over the surface
and the only parameters to parameterize were the thermal conductivities (Kxy, Kz), heat
transfer coefficients (hsurf and hside) and ρc. Parameters Kxy, Kz, ρc and hside are constant
regardless of the convection scheme. Parameter hsurf would have to be re-parameterized in
step 2 along with the airflow velocity since it depends on the convection scheme. To allow
for sufficient excitation, a 20A, 39A and 50A current amplitudes were used with a pulse
width of 20 sec each at 50%SOC. Each excitation was 4 hours long to allow for thermal
equilibrium.
The values of the parameters that resulted from the thermal parameterization under a
natural convection scheme are shown in Table 2.1 (in bold) along with the thermal param-
eters of aluminum and air.
Note that hsurf = 6 W/mK and hside = 18 W/mK are the convection coefficients
from the aluminum casing to the ambient when the fan is turned off (natural convection).
The sides of the battery are exposed to the chamber fan which circulates air and maintains
the ambient at some specified temperature resulting in higher hside than hsurf , while the
surfaces are sandwiched in the fixture and have less exposure to circulating air.
In a forced convection scheme, the airflow velocity v is not measured. Both v and hsurf
would have to be parameterized since different airflow velocities result in different heat
transfer coefficients. ParametersKxy,Kz, ρc, and hside would remain unchanged since they
are independent of the flow conditions. One could deduce the heat transfer coefficient hsurf
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from the airflow velocity given the heat transfer relations provided in literature for flow over
flat plates [55]. However, in this case, the complex geometry of the flow area between the
cells due to the spacer would result in a heat transfer coefficient that is different from what
could be deduced from literature relations. As such, to parameterize v and hsurf , the authors
reverted to coupling the parameterization with a finite element model and characterize the
heat transfer coefficient as a function of different flow rates. At this stage, though, only one
flow rate condition was used and validated against.
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Figure 2.10: Current profile used for thermal parameterization at 25oC and the correspond-
ing measured surface temperatures
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Table 2.1: Identified thermal parameters under a natural convection scheme
Parameter Jelly roll Aluminum casing Air gaps
Kxy[ W/m
2K] 22 237 0.024
Kz[ W/m
2K] 1.7 237 0.024
hsurf [ W/mK] — 6 —
hside[ W/mK] — 18 —
(ρc)[ J/m3K] 2.75e6 2.42e6 1200
2.2.5.2 Step 2: Finite Element Model (FEM) coupling
In this step, a finite element model was implemented to identify the air flow velocity,
v, produced by the cooling fan. The Kxy, Kz, hside and ρc identified in step 1 were as-
sumed unchanged and were assigned to the finite element model. The 20A, 39A, and 50A
excitation currents shown in Fig. 2.4 were applied under a forced convection scheme with
constant fan speed. The mean air flow velocity, v, was identified first using the 39A pulsing
experiment as the training date set. Then the 20A and 50A pulsing experiments were used
for validation. The identified v was then fed into Eq. 2.9 for the parameter identification of
the corresponding hsurf in the electro-thermal model.
The finite element model setup1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.11. The battery cell is composed
of the jelly roll and the outside aluminum casing. The 0.6 mm thick aluminum casing was
modeled using a thin conductive layer, which is a boundary coupling feature in COMSOL
software environment. Therefore, the aluminum casing is not physically drawn in Fig. 2.11.
The jelly roll touches the aluminum casing on the side and bottom, leaving an internal
empty space in the cell. This empty space is filled with air and small amounts of electrolyte.
The electrolyte was neglected in the finite element analysis for simplicity. The entire fixture
has three cells and four spacers, forming a symmetric geometry with the symmetric plane
splitting the middle cell as shown in Fig. 2.11. Therefore, only half of the geometry is
necessary for finite element analysis. The symmetric plane is marked by the yellow dotted
line. The spacers create air path over the cell side surfaces for cooling. The cells and
the spacers were clamped together using two Garolite blocks, which were not physically
modeled in 3D but were mathematically modeled as thermal insulation boundary condition
due to its low thermal conductivity. The top surfaces of the cells were mostly covered
1This work has been done by Boyun Wang, PhD in mechanical engineering, University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor
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by plastic terminal blocks and were also modeled as thermal insulation. The cooling fan
was modeled by uniform normal air flow velocity on the outlet boundary. Air at ambient
temperature enters the fixture through the air inlet and exits the fixture through the outlet at
a higher temperature. In addition, the fixture setup allows a portion of the cooling air to go
through a bypass channel under the cells and then enter the space between the cells from
the bottom.
Figure 2.11: 3D finite element model of the 3-cell fixture
The whole geometry was meshed with free tetrahedral structure at element sizes be-
tween 1 and 4.5 mm. This is sufficient to maintain good element quality for the 2.4 mm
spacer between cells. Conjugated heat transfer solver module was used to compute the
air dynamics together with heat convection and conduction. Navier-Stokes equations for
compressible fluid were used to model the air flow.
Since the finite element model results in air flow velocity over the surface of the cell that
is non-uniform due to the complex geometry of the dimples of the spacer, the outlet veloc-
ity, vout, at the air outlet (refer Fig. 2.11) was used in the tuning process. The mean air flow
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velocity, v, which will be used in the electro-thermal model, could then be approximated
using Eq. 2.12,
vout
v
=
Aout
Acells
, (2.12)
where Aout is the air outlet surface area, and Acells is the area of airflow between the cells.
In this approximation, air is assumed incompressible.
The iterative process of tuning vout consisted of minimizing the error, E, between the
cell surface temperature measurements and COMSOL simulation results at the surface sen-
sor locations, which are marked in Fig. 2.12. Also shown in Fig. 2.12 are the streamlines
of airflow over the surface of the cell.
Due to the fact that surface temperature decreases as flow rate vout increases, the opti-
mization logic was defined by Eq. 2.13,
vout(ζ + 1) = vout(ζ) + dE(ζ), (2.13)
where vout(ζ) is the outlet air flow velocity at the ζth iteration, and d is the parameter
tuning gain. The iteration error at the ζth iteration, E(ζ), is defined by Eq. 2.14,
E(ζ) =
1
36
36∑
n=1
(T¯n − Tn(ζ)), (2.14)
where n is the sensor location index on the cell surface. T¯n and Tn are the experimental
and simulated steady state surface temperatures respectively at the locations of the sensors
(n = 1, ..., 36). The optimization tuning gain, d, is adjusted for proper convergence. In this
particular study, d = 1
10
was used.
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Figure 2.12: Location of the sensors on the surface of the cell and the cell surface temper-
ature distribution for 39A cycling case.
The initial guess of the air outlet flow velocity vout,0 was approximated using Eq. 2.15,
v0 =
3Qgn
(ρc)air∆T0Aoutlet
=
3× 2.546[watt]
1.15[kg/m3]× 1000[J/kg.K]× 4[K]× 3986.5[mm2]
= 0.416[m/s]
(2.15)
where Qgn is the heating power of one cell at steady state when the current excitation is
39A. Qgn is multiplied by a factor of 3 for 3 cells in the fixture. The density and heat
capacity of air are ρair and cair respectively. ∆T0 is an initial estimate of the temperature
increase of the air across the fixture, which is defined as the average air temperature on the
outlet minus the air inlet temperature. Aoutlet is the fixture outlet area.
For the case considered, the fitting process and results are plotted in Fig. 2.13. The
air temperature rise across the fixture, ∆T , is plotted in the top graph. Decreasing ∆T
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indicates the initial guess of vout is lower than the true value. The outlet air flow velocity
vout is shown in the middle plot. In the bottom figure, the value of the optimization iteration
error E(ζ) defined in Eq. 2.14 is compared with the least squares error F (ζ), which is
defined in Eq. 2.16,
F (ζ) =
1
36
√√√√ 36∑
n=1
(T¯n − Tn(ζ))2. (2.16)
Figure 2.13: Numerical model parameterization process using the optimization logic de-
fined in Eq. 2.13.
The final outlet air flow velocity was vout = 0.8m/s, and was validated using the
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other 2 forced convection experimental data sets (20A and 50A current excitation). The
mean flow velocity between the cells, v is then calculated using Eq. 2.12 and fed back
into the electro-thermal model. Given that parameters Kxy, Kz, hside, ρc and v are now
known, the surface heat convection coefficient, hsurf , is tuned against the 39A excitation
data with forced convection. The identified hsurf was then validated against the other 2
data sets (20A and 50A) under a forced convection scheme. Temperature results from all
3 experiments using COMSOL and the electro-thermal model along with the experimental
data are illustrated in Fig. 2.14 at the 36 sensor locations.
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Figure 2.14: Temperature rise at steady state at the 36 sensor locations using COMSOL,
ETM and experimental data using a 20A, 39A and 50A excitation profiles
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Table 2.2: Experiments used for validation of coupled ETM
Experiment Temperature (oC) Current Amplitude (A) SOC (%) Pulse profile VRMSE(mV ) Tmax,RMSE(oC) Tmin,RMSE(oC) Tavg,RMSE(oC)
Pulse 25 25 50 50/5 sec 5.5 0.1 0.2 0.1
Pulse 25 50 50 50/5 sec 7.9 0.3 0.4 0.3
Pulse 25 25 25 50/5 sec 8.6 0.1 0.2 0.1
Pulse 25 25 75 50/5 sec 2.8 0.2 0.2 0.2
Pulse 10 50 50 50/5 sec 8.5 0.4 0.6 0.4
Pulse -5 50 50 50/5 sec 8.8 1.3 1.8 1.3
US06 25 — — — 15.5 0.3 0.4 0.2
Cold FTP -5 — — — 14.7 0.8 2.3 1.2
Urban Assault 25 — — — 12.9 0.2 0.3 0.2
2.3 Validation results
In this section, the proposed equivalent circuit model is validated against several experi-
ments that considered different duty cycles and pulse experiments at different temperatures,
states of charge, current amplitude and pulse width. The model is validated and shows
agreement with all experiments both electrically (terminal voltage) and thermally (surface
temperature) within the RTD sensor accuracy of 0.5oC. Table 2.2 summarizes the list of
experiments used for validation and the corresponding root mean square errors (RMSE) on
voltage and surface temperature in each case.
The first column in Table 2.2 indicates the type of experiment. The second, third and
fourth columns indicate the temperature, SOC and current amplitude at which the exper-
iment was performed. Column 5, which is the pulse profile, has 2 entries which indicate
that the first set of pulses have a width of 50 sec, and the second set have 5 sec.
2.3.1 Pulse excitation experiments
In this section, the coupled ETM is validated against pulsing experiments for varying
temperatures, SOCs, current amplitudes and pulse widths. Figure 2.15 shows the current
profile, corresponding SOC, voltage and thermal response, and a spatial temperature dis-
tribution profile for both the measured and simulated ETM data at a specified time t for
a given pulsing experiment. Plots of temperature vs. time show the minimum, maximum
and average (simulated and measured) surface temperature evolution. The average interior
temperature is also plotted and it shows that the difference between the average interior
and average surface temperature is less than 1oC. Notice from the surface temperature
plots that there is a small shift in the location of the hot spot towards the exit side of the
airflow. The results of pulsing experiments with different conditions (ambient temperature,
nominal SOC, pulse amplitude and width) are tabulated in Table 2.2. The results in Table
2.2 indicate that for higher current rates, the RMSE values are slightly higher than those for
lower current rates. This suggests that electrical parameters could be a function of C-rate
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and could be parameterized accordingly. Moreover, the pulse experiment at −5oC shows
that the RMSE on voltage is 8.8mV which is in good agreement with the results at other
pulsing experiments, but the RMSE for the minimum and maximum temperatures exceeds
1oC. This could suggest that, at lower temperatures, the parameterized thermal properties
could be different.
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Figure 2.15: Pulse validation experiment at 25oC, 75% SOC, and 25A (5C rate) current
amplitude
2.3.2 Duty cycle validation
Three duty cycles have been used for validation in this section. The US06 duty cycle
was scaled down to match the power capabilities of our battery. The ETM also showed
good agreement between the measured and simulated voltages and temperatures for the
US06 duty cycle and the urban assault cycle shown in Fig. 2.16 and 2.17. The model does
a good job of capturing the surface temperature distribution given the fact that the sensor
accuracy is around 0.5◦C. However, for the Cold FTP cycle the RMSE on the estimated
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voltage is comparable to that of the US06 cycle, but the RMSE on temperatures is higher
as shown in Table. 2.2. This agrees with what was shown earlier in section 2.3.1 that at
lower temperatures, the RMSE on temperatures is large. These observations need to be
examined further to understand the effect of temperature (especially lower temperatures)
on spatial temperature distributions in a prismatic lithium-ion cell.
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Figure 2.16: US06 duty cycle validation at 25◦C
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Figure 2.17: Urban assault duty cycle validation at 25◦C
2.4 Conclusions
A methodology for coupling the parameterization of an ECM with a FEM has been
presented, which allows for the parameterization of the ECM in replicated pack condi-
tions. Also, the ECM developed in this study was validated against a wide range of exper-
imental conditions that span a wide range of experimental conditions. The model couples
a 2D distributed double RC model network with a 3D thermal model for a lithium ion
prismatic cell. The analysis was done on a prismatic NMC lithium ion battery. The pre-
sented ECM showed good agreement with experimental data under different experimental
conditions. Validation was done using different pulsing profiles (Tamb ∈ [−5, 10, 25]oC,
I ∈ [25, 50]A, SOC ∈ [25, 50, 75], and pulse width ∈ [5, 50]sec) and different duty cy-
cles (Tamb ∈ [−5, 25]oC). The coupling between the electrical and thermal model was
established through local heat generation and temperature. The different layers of the jelly
roll inside the aluminum case of the battery were simplified by assuming an average heat
capacity and density, and by introducing anisotropic thermal conductivities (Kxy and Kz).
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Based on the electrical parameterization, the electrical parameters are a function of state
of charge and temperature. Thermal parameterization under a natural convection scheme
resulted in thermal conductivities that are an order of magnitude different. Parameteriza-
tion of the airflow parameters was done under a forced convection scheme by coupling the
ECM with a high fidelity finite element model, and using the thermal parameters identified
using the natural convection scheme. The distributed nodal mesh allowed for validation
with thin film RTD sensors mounted across the surface of the cell. This lumped parame-
ter model has shown sufficient to capture the electro-thermal dynamics of an encased cell
since it is hard to observe any significant distributed temperature behavior. Chapter 3 will
investigate the optimal sensor placement on the surface of the battery. An optimal sensor
placement means faster and more accurate temperature prediction of the unknown interior
temperature of the cell.
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CHAPTER 3
Optimal temperature sensor placement
3.1 Introduction
In many engineering applications, it is important to determine the state of a system or
sub-system using only partial measurements of that system states. Of particular interest in
hybrid electric vehicle applications is the measurement of the cell temperature in a battery
pack. Monitoring temperature allows for control algorithms that can prevent excessive tem-
perature rise and ultimately prevent thermal runways [14]. Although higher temperatures
enhance the lithium transport kinetics, it is well established that excessive temperatures can
also result in degradation in battery cells [56, 57, 58], and must be monitored.
Complex and expensive packaging and engineering schemes are required to position
temperature sensors close to the regions of interest. Insertion of thermistors between bat-
tery cells is infeasible because the thickness of the sensors (>1mm) will cause failure or
rupture of the cells due to compression on the thick sensors. However, new sensor tech-
nologies are emerging that enable the placement of temperature sensors anywhere on the
cell surface at lower cost and without causing risk of battery failure. These sensors are thin
film RTD (resistance temperature detector) sensors that are supplied by General Electric
Global Research. The RTDs have a low profile, flexible structure that allows placement
between cells without obstructing airflow for cooling or possibly damaging the cells. The
RTDs are fabricated on a flexible Kapton substrate and the elements are composed of Plat-
inum (Pt) with a nominal 100 ohm resistance. The total thickness of the sensor is less than
100 microns which is 10x thinner than the current state of the art temperature sensors used
on electric vehicles. The sensors can be placed anywhere on the surface of the battery as
shown in Fig. 3.1. This motivates an observability analysis to determine the optimal loca-
tion for a sensor on the surface of the cell. Since the core temperatures of the cell are of
interest, maximizing observability, in this chapter, is defined as identifying optimal sensor
locations for the best estimation of the core temperatures.
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Figure 3.1: RTD sensor placement on the surface of a battery.
Optimal sensor and actuator placement has been the focus of significant research in the
controls community. The optimal locations for sensors and actuators for parabolic PDEs,
which include the heat equation, have been widely investigated [59, 60]. In [61], Georges
looked at the optimal sensor and actuator locations in both discrete and continuous time
domains based on the observability and controllability gramians. This concept of looking
at observability for defining optimal sensor placements is of major importance because
it allows for the best estimation of unknown system states using the sensor data. Several
papers have looked at aspects of observability for PDEs [62, 63]. In [64], Wolf et al. studied
the optimal sensor placement in battery packs by performing eigen decomposition of the
heat equation PDEs that govern the entire battery pack and looking at the magnitude of their
corresponding eigenmodes. However, little work has been done on optimal temperature
sensor placements on a single battery cell.
Two methods are presented here for studying the observability and optimal temperature
sensor placement on a battery cell with air flow (convection) over its surface to simulate
battery pack conditions. The first is an extension to the method presented by Lim where
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observability is defined in terms of the projections of the eigenvectors on the observability
subspace [27], while the second looks at the trace of the gramian matrix [65]. The ad-
vantage of using the first method is that it is possible to maximize observability of certain
nodes of interest, such as core nodes of a battery cell. The second method looks at maxi-
mizing observability for the system as a whole and is a more traditional method of looking
at observability.
3.2 State space Representation
The model presented in Chapter 2 is nonlinear. The nonlinearity is present in the form
of temperature dependent resistances (Rs, R1 and R2), and entropic heat generation IT dUdT .
For any given profile or excitation input, the steady state value is found using the non-
linear model, and linearization is done around that steady state value for both the tempera-
ture dependent resistances (Rs, R1 and R2), and the entropic heat generation IT dUdT , where
for the resistance:
R(T ) = R(Teq) +
∂R
∂T
∣∣∣∣
Teq
(T − Teq). (3.1)
and for the entropic heat generation f(I2, T ) = IT dU
dT
:
f(I2, T ) = f(I2eq, Teq) +
∂f
∂I2
(I2 − I2eq) +
∂f
∂T
(T − Teq). (3.2)
where ∂f
∂I2
is calculated as:
∂f
∂I2
=
1
2Ieq
(Teq
dU
dT
). (3.3)
Note that linearization is done with respect to I2 and T since I2 is an input to the sys-
tem, and T is a state variable. Accordingly, the system can thus be written in state space
representation as:
T˙ =AT +Bu.
y =CT.
(3.4)
Where T = [T1, T2, ..., Tn]T is the matrix of state variables of temperatures at each node
and u = [I2, Tamb]T is the input to the system. A and B are the system matrices that
correspond to linearizing Eqs. 2.2 and 2.9 andC is a matrix defining the locations of sensors
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on the system, and thus the observable output y, where:
C =
[
0 1 ... 0
]
. (3.5)
indicates that, for example, only one sensor at node 2 is placed.
3.3 Sensor placement and observability
Several methods have been proposed for studying the observability of ODEs and ad-
dressing the issue of optimal sensor placement. The most common metric is the condition
number or minimum singular values of the observability gramian matrix W o. However, for
studying the observability of the heat equation, it has been shown that increasing the num-
ber of modes of a system will rapidly decrease the value of the smallest eigenvalue, σNmin,
of the observability gramian matrix implying weak observability [66]. After N=8 modes,
the smallest eigenvalue, σNmin, is almost zero. For heat transfer problems, one would be
interested in looking at the observability of certain modes or eigenvalues instead of all the
eigenvalues of the system. Hence, a different approach for looking at observability has to
be established.
Two methods for quantifying sensor placement are analyzed and compared. The first
method is based on analyzing the trace of the observability gramian matrix similar to the
work done by Fang et al. [65]. This method leverages the fact that a larger trace of the
observability gramian matrix W o tends to result in a higher rank for the matrix [67]. The
other method is based upon the work by Lim [27], where optimal sensor placement is
found using the orthogonal projections of the eigenmodes onto the observable subspace.
This method is expanded upon by studying the projections of certain eigenmodes that are
of interest to the application. Thus maximizing the observability of certain nodes instead
of the system as a whole.
3.3.1 Trace analysis
For the system defined in Section 3.2, and for a chosen sensor location as defined by
matrix Ci, the observability gramian matrix W oi is defined as:
W oi =
∫ ∞
0
eA
T τCTi Cie
Aτdτ. (3.6)
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The trace of the matrix W oi is defined as:
tr(W oi ) =
n∑
j=1
λij(W
o
i ). (3.7)
where λij(W oi ) are the eigenvalues of W
o
i , with corresponding eigenvectors φij(W
o
i ).
3.3.2 Eigenmode projections
The method presented applies [27] to achieve maximum observability for certain criti-
cal nodes of interest. Those critical nodes are the hottest nodes that correspond to the jelly
roll node which cannot be measured. Given the system presented in Section 3.2, a given
matrix Ci for the locations of sensors and the resulting observability gramian matrix W oi
presented in section 3.3.1, one can decompose W oi into its eigen decomposition, which
would be written as:
W oi = [Ui U
⊥
i ]
[ ∑o
i 0
0 0
][
UTi
U⊥Ti
]
. (3.8)
where Ui is a matrix with column vectors that form an orthogonal basis for matrix W 0i ,
and
∑o
i = diag(λi,1, λi,2, ..., λi,q) is a diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of W
o
i (where
λi,1 ≥ λi,2 ≥ ... ≥ λi,q), and q is the rank of the gramian matrix W oi or the dimension
of matrix Ui (the threshold for defining the rank is set by default at 9.2 × 10−13 using
MATLAB). As outlined in [27], the projection of the eigenvectors, φij , corresponding to
eigenvalues λij onto the subspace Ui is:
φprojij = Ui(U
T
i Ui)
−1UTi φij. (3.9)
A scalar, αij , is defined to reflect the relative significance of the corresponding eigenvector
φij , where:
αij = φ
projT
ij W
o
i φ
proj
ij . (3.10)
Equation 3.10 implies that αij takes a larger value when the projected eigenvector, φ
proj
ij ,
is in the direction of maximum observability. However, since the nodes corresponding
to the jelly roll inside the cell are of interest, and observing those nodes is critical, the
method presented in [27] is expanded to look at the observability of those critical nodes by
analyzing the contribution of the corresponding eigenmodes of those nodes. This expansion
of Lim’s method is shown in the eigenvalue plot of system matrix A in Fig. 3.2. The plot in
Fig. 3.2 corresponds to the eigenvalues when only the chamber fan is turned on to maintain
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ambient temperature (resulting in a flow rate of v = 0.65m/s over the surface of the cell).
This analysis however could be performed for different ambient and flow conditions.
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Figure 3.2: Eigenvalue plot of system matrix A
Since each eigenvector corresponding to each eigenvalue in the system represents the
contribution of the different states to that eigenvalue, a criteria is established to identify the
states that contribute most to the eigenvalues of interest. It is also required that at least the
states corresponding or contributing to the slowest dynamics in the system are observed. A
procedure for doing such an analysis is outlined below:
Step 1: Choose eigenvalues of interest
1. Perform eigen decomposition on system matrix A.
2. For any given eigenvalue, quantify the contribution (βkij) of each state to that specific
eigenvalue according to:
βkij(%) =
∣∣φij(k)∣∣∑ns
k=1
∣∣φij(k)∣∣ × 100. (3.11)
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Equation 3.11 above implies that for a given sensor placement represented by matrix
Ci, and for a given eigenvalue λij with corresponding eigenvector φij , βkij (for k= 1 ,
... , ns = number of states) will represent the contribution of state k to eigenvalue λij .
3. Choose the eigenvalues for which the states of interest (such as the core nodes) have
the highest mean βkij . The eigenvectors, φij , corresponding to those eigenvalues,
λij , will be projected onto subspace Ui for observability analysis. This tailors the
solution towards maximizing the observability of those states instead of the system
as a whole.
Step 2: Perform observability
1. Find parameter αij for each eigenvector of the eigenvalues chosen in Step 1 above
using Eq. 3.10.
2. Define a final metric, γij , for quantifying the degree of observability of the chosen
eigenmodes using a given sensor placement represented by matrix Ci, using the L2
norm of αij:
γi =
∥∥αij∥∥ . (3.12)
where j = 1, 2, ..., ne sweeps the number of eigenvalues of interest, and i = 1, 2, ...,
nc sweeps the number of possible sensor placements.
3.4 Results
In this section, the results of the trace and eigenmode projection methods are summa-
rized for a given flow rate condition over the surface of the cell (chamber fan convection
only). For easier analysis of sensor placement, 23 ×18 nodes were chosen such that they
coincide with sensor locations (or dimple locations) as shown in Fig. 3.3. In total, there
are 23×18×5 = 2070 nodes. Figure 3.3 shows that there are 36 possible sensor locations
on the surface of the battery.
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Figure 3.3: Locations of sensors and nodes on the surface of the battery
Analysis is divided into two parts: one sensor analysis, and a strip of 3 sensor analysis.
The first analysis highlights the advantage of using sensors placed on the surface as opposed
to a thermistor placed closer to the tab (like the Ford C-max placement). The second
analysis identifies an optimal location for placing a strip of 3 sensors. However, for the
eigenmode projections method, certain eigenvalues of interest have to be chosen first. As
shown in Fig. 3.2, a threshold or cutoff is set to chose the eigenvalues with slow dynamics
and those for which the jelly roll states contribute the most. A plot of parameter βkij as
a function of the first x number of eiegnvalues is shown in Fig. 3.4. The plot shows that
choosing the first 303 slowest eigenvalues and their corresponding eigenmodes captures the
slowest dynamics of the battery and constitutes the highest contribution from the jelly roll
states. Accordingly, only the first 303 slowest eigenvalues are chosen for the eigenmode
projections method that is summarized in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2.
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3.4.1 One sensor analysis
Figure 3.5 shows the trace and γ values for a sensor permuted across all dimple loca-
tions (36 dimple locations). This shows that the trace and eigenmode projections method
exhibit the same trends but differ slightly in the location of best observability. This could be
due to the fact that the trace takes into account all the eigenvalues of the system, while the
eigenmode projection method only takes into account some eigenvalues of interest. More-
over, comparing the best location of one sensor on the surface to a conventional sensor
placed near the tabs shows that observability is higher for a sensor on the surface than it is
for one near the tabs as shown in Table 3.1. This could be explained by the fact that there
is an air gap between the jelly roll and the tabs which makes it harder for the heat to flow
from the jelly roll to the tabs, but the jelly roll is touching the surface aluminum casing.
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Figure 3.5: Trace and γ based on a single sensor approach
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Table 3.1: One sensor summary
Method Surface Near tab %Improvement
Trace 3.109 2.685 15.79
Eigenmode projection 0.515 0.436 18.12
3.4.2 Three sensor analysis
Sensors provided by GE are inline on a kapton strip such that they span dimples in the
same row. Given this constraint, the results of the three sensor permutation is summarized
in Fig. 3.6. Similar to to the results from section 3.4.1, it can be seen that the best locations
for sensors using the trace and eigenmode projection methods are closer to the airflow outlet
side, with the worst positions towards the airflow inlet side. Moreover, Table 3.2 shows the
percent improvement in observability if 3 sensors are used on the surface as compared to
a traditional sensor placed near the tabs. There is a substantial improvement for using 3
sensor on the surface instead of 1 sensor near the tabs (240% improvement). Up to 13%
improvement could be achieved when placing sensors closer to the outlet as opposed to the
inlet side of the airflow. This is also true for the one sensor analysis where the best locations
are at positions 31 (using trace analysis in Fig. 6a) and 20 (using eigenmode projection
method in Fig. 6b). This is an obvious observability result since the highest observability
measures collocate with the highest measured surface temperatures as shown in Fig. 3.7.
This phenomena is explored further in Section 3.4.3, where the inlet flow velocity and
current amplitudes are varied and the resulting observability results are analyzed.
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Table 3.2: Three sensor summary
Method γ (surface) γ (near tab) %Improvement
Trace 9.168 2.685 241
Eigenmode projection 1.535 0.436 252
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Figure 3.7: Experimental surface temperature (◦C) profiles for a 50A charge sustaining
pulsing experiment
3.4.3 Varying airflow and current amplitude
The results shown in Section 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are for an inlet flow velocity of v =
0.65 m/s with a 50 A charge sustaining current. In this section, two other different velocities
are used to test whether the best observability spot collocates with the hot spot on the
surface of the cell. Also the effect of current amplitude on observability is also investigated.
3.4.3.1 Varying airflow
Two different velocities of magnitudes v = 1.3 m/s and v = 0 m/s are used to investi-
gate the sensor location that provides best observability of the core nodes of the cell. The
eigenmode projections method is used for analyzing the results. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show
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the simulated surface temperature distributions (◦C) and the resulting observability results
using airflow velocities of v = 1.3 m/s and v = 0 m/s respectively. Notice that the location
of the hottest cell surface temperature coincides with the location where a sensor should be
placed for estimating the cell core temperature.
Figure 3.8: Simulated surface temperature distribution (◦C) and the resulting observability
metric γ for an airflow velocity of v = 0 m/s and charge sustaining current amplitude of
50 A.
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Figure 3.9: Simulated surface temperature distribution (◦C) and the resulting observability
metric γ for an airflow velocity of v = 1.3 m/s and charge sustaining current amplitude of
50 A.
3.4.3.2 Varying current amplitude
It has been shown in Section 3.4.3.1 that the sensor location for best observability coin-
cides with the location of the hottest spot on the surface of the cell. This section investigates
whether the collocation of the hot spot and the location of the sensor for best observabil-
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ity is affected by the current amplitude. Three different current amplitudes of 50, 39, and
20 A are used in a charge sustaining pulsing profile to analyze the observability with a con-
stant inlet airflow velocity of v = 0.65 m/s. The observability metric γ is quantified using
the eigenmode projections method presented in Section 3.3. The results in Figures 3.10
through 3.12 show that regardless of the current amplitude, the observability results remain
unchanged. Thus the best observability spot is only affected by the location of the hot spot
on the surface of cell and not by the magnitude of the temperature of this hot spot.
Figure 3.10: Surface temperature profiles and observability result using a 50 A charge
sustaining profile and an inlet flow velocity of v = 0.65 m/s.
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Figure 3.11: Surface temperature profiles and observability result using a 39 A charge
sustaining profile and an inlet flow velocity of v = 0.65 m/s.
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Figure 3.12: Surface temperature profiles and observability result using a 20 A charge
sustaining profile and an inlet flow velocity of v = 0.65 m/s.
3.4.4 Temperature convergence
To show the practicality of a surface sensor versus a tab sensor, a closed loop estimation
scheme can be setup for estimating the core temperature of the cell using the optimum
sensor placement results of the eigenmode projection method. The closed loop scheme is
based on a Kalman filter [68] in a discrete time domain. Given the thermal system described
in Eqs. 2.5 through 2.9, one can formulate the system in discrete time domain as given by
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the following equations:
x(k + 1) = Adx(k) +Bdu(k) + w(k), (3.13)
y(k) = Cx(k) + v(k), (3.14)
where x(k) is a vector of all the temperature states, and y(k) is the observed or mea-
sured temperature (for example, the tab sensor). w(k) and v(k) are the process and mea-
surement noise respectively. For the above system, the discrete Kalman filter equations can
be formulated as:
• At the measurement time (measurement update)
xˆ(k) = x¯(k) + P (k)CTR−1(y(k)− Cx¯(k)), (3.15)
where
P (k) = M(k)−M(k)CT (CM(k)CT +R)−1CM(k). (3.16)
• Between measurements (time update)
x¯(k + 1) = Adxˆ(k) +Bdu(k), (3.17)
and
M(k + 1) = AdP (k)A
T
d +Q, (3.18)
where Q = ε{w(k)wT (k)} and R = ε{v(k)vT (k)}.
Since in an actual battery, the interior temperature cannot be measured, a closed loop
simulation is performed with the Kalman filter outlined above to show the convergence of
the interior temperature of the cell under wrong initial conditions and given 3 different sur-
face measurements (tab sensor, 3 sensors on surface, and 1 sensor on surface). Simulation
shows that using one or three sensors on the surface of the cell can achieve much faster
interior temperature estimation than the tab sensor. Figure 3.13 shows that at time t=8000
sec, the temperature states of the battery are initialized to the surface temperature during a
US06 cycle. The figure shows that using the one or three sensors on the surface, the inte-
rior temperature converges in 180 sec to the actual interior temperature as compared to 330
sec when using the tab sensor. Notice also that the temperature converges faster with the
3 surface sensors than the 1 surface sensor, but overshoots more than using the 1 surface
sensor.
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3.5 Conclusions
Two methods for looking at the observability of a thermal model for a battery cell using
novel thin RTD temperature sensors have been analyzed. Results show that sensors placed
over the surface of the battery provide better observability as compared to a conventional
sensor placed on top of the battery (near the tabs in the Ford C-max 2013 pack). The analy-
sis is done by looking at the trace of the observability gramian matrix and at the projection
of the eigenmodes of the system matrix onto the observability subspace. A 15.79/18.12%
improvement (trace method / eigenmode projection method) could be achieved if one sen-
sor is placed at the optimal location on the surface of the battery as compared to a sensor
placed on top of the battery. 241/252% improvement (trace method / eigenmode projection
method) improvement could be achieved if 3 sensors are used. Simulations show that the
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estimate of the core temperature of the cell converges in 180 sec using the sensors on the
surface versus 330 seconds when using a tab sensor. Results indicate that maximum ob-
servability could be achieved by placing the sensors at the location of the hot spot. As the
hot spot shifts around due to different airflow velocities, the location of best observability
follows the hot spot location. Finally, it is shown that the current amplitude does not have
any effect on the location of best observability.
Based on an accurate cell model and an optimal temperature sensor placement location,
a full pack model can be devised that can exploit the accuracy and benefit of such models
and sensors. In the next chapter, opportunities to downsize a battery pack using a pack
model and a power limiting algorithm is looked at to potentially reduce pack costs.
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CHAPTER 4
Downsizing battery packs
4.1 Introduction
Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV) manufacturers seek to reduce the weight and cost of
their vehicles to gain competitive advantage. Mainly, this goal could be achieved by reduc-
ing the weight and/or size of powertrain - especially, an engine and a battery pack in an
HEV. Studies on the downsizing and its effects including cost and fuel consumption have
been addressed in literature [69, 70, 71, 72, 73]. In this chapter, the emphasis on downsiz-
ing is shifted from the engine to the battery assuming a fixed engine size and vehicle power
management strategy. It is a typical approach that, in optimization or parametric studies,
the power limit (or power capability) of a battery can be computed based on PNGV Hy-
brid Pulse Power Characterization (HPPC) method1. However, the PNGV method has two
issues. Since the internal resistance is parameterized typically using a 10 sec pulse, the
computed power limit is usually lower than actual power limit. Also, the PNGV method
does not consider many operational battery constraints. Much effort has been documented
in [41, 44, 74, 75, 76] to accurately compute the power capability of batteries in real-time,
while considering the electrical, electrochemical, and thermal constraints such as terminal
voltage, battery SOC, Li-ion concentration, and temperature. A model-based power limit-
ing strategy based on the work in [76] is used to calculate the power limits of the battery
when downsizing and changing nominal operating SOC. This method allows for higher
power operation of the battery as compared to the PNGV method without compromising
safety.
The 2nd generation Li-ion powered HEVs have been designed [77, 78] and are about
to appear in the market. Motivated by cost reduction, the inherent safety of a model-based
power limiting algorithm allows for a less conservative pack design and ultimately fewer
or smaller cells. The influence on the battery performance (e.g., utilization, temperature,
1The PNGV HPPC method, developed by Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory,
computes the instantaneous pulse power capability of a battery using an internal resistance, its open-circuit
voltage, and predetermined current/voltage limits
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life and cost) associated with pack downsizing and with operating SOC window, how-
ever, needs to be thoroughly studied. Battery downsizing will increase each cell’s energy
throughput and the root mean square (RMS) current, generating more heat and triggering
potentially more often the operational voltage limits. More importantly, the battery power
limits, or charge/discharge power capabilities depend on the nominal SOC operating win-
dow. In most commercial HEVs’ the nominal SOC operation is centered around 50% or
higher which allows for more discharge and thus higher power capabilities and battery effi-
ciencies [79]. Using dynamic models and a predictive battery management technique, this
chapter provides a case study on battery downsizing along with the selection of SOC oper-
ating window for an existing light-duty vehicle, and demonstrates the cost benefit attributed
with that downsizing.
To quantitatively study the performance of a battery, it is essential to have accurate
representation of the internal dynamics of the battery, i.e., electrical/thermal behavior and
capacity fading. To that end, an equivalent-circuit model, a lumped thermal capacitance
model based on [31], and a semi-empirical capacity fade model [80] are adopted in this
work to capture terminal voltage, battery state-of-charge (SOC), temperature, and capacity
loss, respectively. In particular, the capacity fading model is parameterized using a novel
set of experiments that highlight the influence of nominal operating SOC on degradation
as shown in Fig. 4.1. The model in [80] was parameterized for a plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle (PHEV) for SOCs between 25% and 45%. The results show an significant increase
in capacity fade with increasing SOC, which, if extrapolated to higher SOCs, could lead to
errors for the higher SOCs. The experiments in this chapter extend the SOC range to 65%
which is more important for an HEV application.
In cost analysis, Argonne National Laboratory’s Battery Performance and Cost (Bat-
PaC) model is used. The BatPaC model provides cost estimates based on materials and
cell/pack design and hence it has been used for cost analysis in literature [81, 82, 83, 84].
In investigating downsizing of a battery pack, an actual current profile from the battery
pack equipped from a light duty vehicle HEV is used. The profile assumes a fixed engine
and vehicle power management and is scaled as number of cells is changed to match the
total power demanded or supplied.
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Figure 4.1: Setup and results of experimental capacity fade testing at different SOCs
The main contribution in this chapter is to identify opportunities to downsize a battery
pack. This is done by reducing battery count, and shifting the center of nominal operat-
ing SOC window on the battery performance in an HEV application. The associated cost
reduction due to the downsizing is calculated and the additional benefit of a faster warm
up is shown, especially at low temperatures. The parametric study in this work shows that
the battery pack under consideration can be scaled down from 76 to 64 cells without ex-
periencing any discharge or charge power denials when nominal operating SOC is shifted
from 50% to 35% at an ambient temperature of 25◦C. Here we define a power denial as
requested battery power greater than the limit set by the control algorithm. Also, each cell
in the pack would experience a 19% increase in energy utilization with only a 0.5% ca-
pacity fade increase. Total cost of the battery pack could be decreased by 10%, and the
cells experience a faster warmup which helps in reducing power denials, especially at low
temperatures.
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4.2 Pack electro-thermal model
A two state thermal, three state electrical model based on the model introduced in Chap-
ter 2 is formulated. The cell electrical model can be represented by Eqs. 4.1 and 4.2. V˙1V˙2
z˙
 =
 −
1
R1C1
0 0
0 − 1
R2C2
0
0 0 0

 V1V2
z
+

1
C1
1
C2
− 1
Q
[ I, ] (4.1)
Vt = OCV − IRs − V1 − V2. (4.2)
The cell thermal model can be represented by Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4.
T˙core =
1
(ρcV )core
(
Q˙+
KA
L
(
Tsurf − Tcore
))
, (4.3)
T˙surf =
1
(ρcV )surf
(
KA
L
(
Tcore − Tsurf
)
+ hA
(
Tamb − Tsurf
)
+Qcond
)
, (4.4)
where Qcond is the heat conduction between two consecutive cells. Q˙ is the heat gen-
eration from the electrical model. K = Kxy = 22 W/m2K from Table 2.1, (ρc)core =
2.75e6 J/m3K and (ρc)surf = 2.42e6 J/m3K are the corresponding parameters from Ta-
ble 2.1, A is the surface area of the cell, and L is half of the width of the cell. The heat
transfer coefficient, h, is a function of the airflow velocity between the cells. To be able to
identify h, the pack model was modeled using a finite element model that represents the
exact structure of the pack. Figure 4.2 shows a detailed structure of the pack with the inlet
and outlet air ducts and the corresponding flow rates between the cells in the front and rear
packs. The airflow paths are represented in red.
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Figure 4.2: Airflow across the front and rear pack represented in red lines
Given the flow rate ranges experienced by the pack, the flow field between the cells
is considered laminar. As such, the following equations for calculating the heat transfer
coefficient given a laminar flow [55] can be used:
Re =
ρvH
µ
, (4.5)
Pr =
ν
α
, (4.6)
Nu = 0.664Re
1
2Pr
1
3 , (4.7)
h =
Nuk
H
, (4.8)
where v is the velocity of the air between two consecutive cells. Re, Pr, and Nu are
Reynolds, Prandtl and Nusselt numbers respectively. ρ, µ, ν, α and k are the density,
dynamic viscosity, kinematic viscosity, thermal diffusivity, and thermal conductivity of air.
H is the characteristic dimension. For flow between two parallel plates, H is twice the
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distance between the plates [85].
The heat conductionQcond in Eq. 4.4 is due to the tabbing connecting the cells in series.
This can be represented as:
Qcond = βcond
(
Tsurf,i − Tsurf,i+1
)
(4.9)
where βcond is a tunable conduction parameter, and Tsurf,i and Tsurf,i+1 are the surface
temperatures of two consecutive cells connected through tabbing.
Finally, due to the complex geometry of the pack, the finite element model was used
to quantify the airflow distributions between the cells in the front and rear pack. Running
the finite element model resulted in three different parameters, γunder, γthrough and γmix
for airflow distributions. The configuration of the pack allows for air to go through and
under the front pack facing the inlet ports of the airflow. The airflow that goes under and
through the front pack then mixes and goes through the rear pack which is closer to the
outlet. γunder is a scalar value that defines the percentage of air that goes under the first
pack. γthrough is a vector that defines the percentage of air that goes through each of the
spaces between the cells in the front pack. So given, any input mass flow rate, m˙input, the
resulting distribution of mass flow rates through the spaces between the front pack cells,
m˙front, can be identified as:
m˙front = γthrough
(
(1− γunder) m˙input
)
. (4.10)
The resulting γthrough vector distribution is shown in Fig. 4.3, which shows that more
air goes through the cells closer to the airflow inlets.
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Figure 4.3: Scaled distribution of the airflow through the front pack.
The resulting velocity between the cells could thus be calculated as:
vfront =
m˙front
ρairAgap
, (4.11)
where ρair is the density of air and Agap is the area of the gap between the cells. The
identified velocity in Eq. 4.11 can be plugged back into Eq. 4.5 to find the resulting heat
transfer coefficient h.
The parameter γmix is a matrix that defines how the airflow distributes in the spaces
in the rear pack for each airflow through each of the cells in the front pack. For example,
looking at Eq. 4.12, the first column shows that 78% of air goes from the first space in the
front pack to the first space in the rear pack and 22% goes from the first space in the front
pack to the second space in the rear pack.
γmix =

0.78 0 ... 0 0
0.22 0.87 ... 0 0
0 0.13 ... 0 0
... ... ... 0.95 0
0 0 ... 0.05 1

(4.12)
Finally, for tuning the pack electro-thermal model, 3 different tuning factors should be
accounted for:
1. The conduction factor, βcond which accounts for the heat conduction between con-
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secutive cells.
2. A factor, βshift, which accounts for the amount of airflow that goes under versus
through the first pack. Although a separate analysis was performed using a finite
element model to calculate the amount of air that goes under the first pack versus
through it, the actual airflow distribution in the pack could be different because the
geometry is more complex and could not be captured using the finite element model.
The βshift factor subtracts and adds the γunder and γthrough factors respectively.
3. A factor, βconvection, which divides the heat transfer coefficient such that hcorrected =
h
βconvection
. In the scenario where the pack is instrumented with extra sensors, the
resulting flow rate due to the increased pressure drop because of the added restrictions
would skew the corresponding airflow rate calculations. This is why the βconvection
factor is needed.
Figure 4.4: Location of sensors (marked in blue) in the pack.
Given the pack sensor configuration shown in Fig. 4.4 shown in blue, different duty
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cycles were used to parameterize and validate the pack electro-thermal model. The drive
cycle shown in Fig. 4.5 was used for tuning and parameterizing the pack electro-thermal
model. Parameterization was done using least squares method where the objective function
to be minimized is:
J =
10∑
n=1
√√√√tend∑
t=0
(T¯n(t)− Tn(t))2, (4.13)
where T¯n(t) and Tn(t) are the measured and simulated temperatures respectively at the
sensor locations shown in Fig. 4.4 at time t.
The results of the pack modeling are shown in Figs. 4.5 through 4.12. Note that across
the sensor locations, the maximum error between the measured and simulated temperatures
is less than 3◦C. The different drive cycles have different flow rates, ambient temperatures
and current profiles.
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Figure 4.5: Drive 24 profile used for tuning the model.
Figure 4.6: Drive 24 temperature simulation results
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Figure 4.7: Drive 97 profile used for validating the model.
Figure 4.8: Drive 97 profile temperature simulation results
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Figure 4.9: Drive 111 profile used for validating the model.
Figure 4.10: Drive 111 profile temperature simulation results.
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Figure 4.11: Drive 16 profile used for validating the model.
Figure 4.12: Drive 16 profile temperature simulation results.
4.3 Optimal temperature sensor placement
Many different optimal sensor placement techniques have been studied in literature.
The majority have been formulated around the observability (Ob) and observability gramian
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(Wo) matrices. Scalar metrics such as the trace, the condition number, the smallest eigen-
value and the determinant of the observability gramian matrix have been used [61, 86, 87,
88]. In this section, two different methods are used to study the issue of optimal sensor
placement in the pack. The first is based on maximizing the rank of the observability
matrix, while the second is based on the work in [89] which looks at the trace of the ob-
servability gramian matrix.
The observability matrix is defined as:
Ob =

C
CA
...
CAn−1
 , (4.14)
where A is the system matrix, and C is a matrix defining the locations of the sensors. A
system is thus fully observable if and only if the Ob is full rank [90]. The observability
gramian matrix is defined in Eq. 3.6.
The original pack design has 10 sensors distributed throughout the pack (refer Fig. 4.4).
Thus in the analysis process, 10 sensors are permuted across the pack and the results are
analyzed using the methods proposed above. However, given the limited number of sensors
to be placed in the pack with 76 cells, the following observations can be made:
1. Given any permutation of the sensors, the system remains unobservable.
2. The problem thus becomes one of maximizing the rank of the observability matrix
(Ob) or maximizing the trace of the observability gramian matrix (Wo).
3. Given that there are 76 cells and 10 sensors in the pack, the possible number of sensor
combinations is:
C(76, 10) =
76!
10!(76− 10)! = 9.5× 10
11 (4.15)
4. To avoid this large computational burden, the pack is divided into 10 sections and
only 1 sensor is permuted in each section. This also meant that, for example, the
cases where all 10 sensors are placed next to each other are avoided.
The results of the optimal sensor placement are shown in Fig. 4.13. The figure shows
4 pack layouts with different sensor arrangements. The grey circles in all 4 arrangements
show the existing RTD thin film sensor locations in the pack. The upper left arrangement
shows the current sensor arrangement (blue) using the existing sensors (Ford sensors). The
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upper right arrangement shows the optimal sensor placement (red) using the rank of the
observability matrix when the sensors are constrained to move only between the existing
RTD sensor locations. The lower left arrangement shows the optimal sensor placement
(pink) using the trace of the observability gramian matrix when the sensors are free to
move across the pack, and the lower right arrangement shows the optimal sensor placement
(green) using the rank of the observability matrix when the sensors are also free to move
across the pack. It should be noted that, using the rank of the observability matrix, several
combinations could lead to the maximum rank but only one of those combinations are
plotted in Fig. 4.13.
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Figure 4.13: Results of the optimal sensor placement in the pack.
To look at the optimality of the locations identified in Fig. 4.13, 4 different simulations
using the cycles from Figs. 4.5 through 4.12 were used with wrong temperature initial
conditions with a closed loop model for temperature estimation. This closed loop model
is discussed in section 4.4. The root mean square (RMS) on the temperature difference
between the wrong and correct simulated temperatures is plotted in Figs. 4.14 through 4.17
along with the maximum error at any given cell in the pack at different time instants.
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Figure 4.14: RMS and maximum error on the convergence of temperature using drive 16
cycle.
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Figure 4.15: RMS and maximum error on the convergence of temperature using drive 24
cycle.
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Figure 4.16: RMS and maximum error on the convergence of temperature using drive 97
cycle.
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Figure 4.17: RMS and maximum error on the convergence of temperature using drive 111
cycle.
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Results show that the sensor configuration identified using the rank of the observability
matrix (second arrangement of Fig. 4.13) has the fastest convergence rate. However, the
maximum error on the temperature is not smallest. This configuration of sensors is used
in the closed loop formulation of the pack electro-thermal model. This is discussed in
section 4.4 below.
4.4 Closed loop pack model
The pack electro-thermal model takes the form of a closed loop electrical and closed
loop thermal model. A closed loop electrical model is needed mainly for state of charge
estimation. On the other hand, given that there are limited number of temperature sensors
in the pack, the closed loop thermal model is needed to estimate the unknown temperatures
of the un-instrumented batteries.
Several different methods have been used for state of charge estimation in literature.
The most basic is calculating SOC using coulomb counting [91, 92]. However this method
is prone to errors in estimation due to inaccurate current measurements [93]. More ad-
vanced methods used artificial networks [94]. These methods are not very suitable for
online estimation as they need training data for fitting their parameters. One of the most
common estimation methods are those that rely on observers, like the Luenberger observer
[95], or Kalman filters [96, 97, 98]. The main disadvantage of using Kalman filters is that
they need large computing capacities and suitable or accurate battery models. Since the
cell and pack battery models developed in sections 4.2 and 2.2 are shown to be sufficiently
accurate, an extended Kalman filter is used for SOC estimation. The large computational
burden is avoided by employing a gain scheduling technique.
The electrical state equations representing the ith cell in the pack are: V˙1,iV˙2,i
z˙i
 =

− 1
R1,iC1,i
0 0
0 − 1
R2,iC2,i
0
0 0 0

 V1,iV2,i
zi
+

1
C1,i
1
C2,i
− 1
Qi
[ I ] , (4.16)
where Qi and zi are the nominal capacity and state of charge of the ith cell respectively.
V1,i and V2,i are the voltages across the double RC pair and I is the current through the
pack. The output equation is:
Vt,i = VOCV,i − V1,i − V2,i − IRs,i. (4.17)
Putting all the equations for the 76 cells together and separating the V˙1 and V˙2 terms
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from the z˙ terms (for faster computation), we get the following:
Z˙ = AzZ +BzUz, (4.18)
V˙RC = ARCVRC +BRCURC , (4.19)
VT = HzZ +HvVRC +RsI +D, (4.20)
where
Z(76×1) =

z1
z2
...
z76
 VRC(152×1) =

V1,1
V2,1
...
V76,1
V1,2
V2,2
...
V76,2

VT (76×1) =

Vt,1
Vt,2
...
Vt,76

Az(76×76) =

0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . 0
 Bz(76×1) =

− 1
Q1
− 1
Q2
...
− 1
Q76
 Uz(1×1) =
[
I
]
ARC(152×152) =

− 1
R1,1C1,1
0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . 0
0 − 1
R1,2C1,2
. . . 0 0 0 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . − 1
R1,76C1,76
0 0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 − 1
R2,1C2,1
0 . . . 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 − 1
R2,2C2,2
. . . 0
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . 0 0 0 . . . − 1
R2,76C2,76

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BRC(152×1) =

1
C1,1
1
C1,2
...
1
C1,76
1
C2,1
1
C2,2
...
1
C2,76

URC(1×1) =
[
I
]
Hz(76×76) =

∂VOCV
∂z1
0 . . . 0
0 ∂VOCV
∂z2
. . . 0
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . ∂VOCV
∂z76

HRC(76×152) =

−1 0 . . . 0 −1 0 . . . 0
0 −1 . . . 0 0 −1 . . . 0
...
... . . .
...
...
... . . .
...
0 0 . . . −1 0 0 . . . −1
 Rs(76×1) =

−Rs,1
−Rs,2
...
−Rs,76

D(76×1) =

b1
b2
...
b76
 ,
where theD matrix contains all the constants from the linearization of the VOCV curve with
respect to z.
Therefore, in implementing the Kalman filter equations, we get the following for SOC
estimation:
Z˙ = AzZ +BzUz +Kz(VT − VˆT ), (4.21)
P˙z = AzPz + PzA
T
z −KzHzPz +Qz, (4.22)
Kz = PzH
T
z R
−1
z , (4.23)
However, since there are 76 cells and accordingly the matrices are large, which makes the
code computationally expensive, P˙z in Eq. 4.21 is reduced to Pz = f(SOC). The function
f(SOC) is predetermined in offline simulations to calculate the optimal Pz at different
SOCs. This reduces the computational burden significantly.
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The same is done for the double RC voltages, where:
˙VRC = ARCVRC +BRCURC +KRC(VT − VˆT ), (4.24)
PRC = g(I), (4.25)
KRC = PRCH
T
RCR
−1
RC , (4.26)
where the function g(I) is predetermined in offline simulations to compute the optimal PRC
at different applied currents.
The same could be done on the thermal side, where, for example for the front pack
array, we have:
T˙ = ATT +BTUT +KT (T¯ − Tˆ ), (4.27)
P˙T = ATPT + PTA
T
T −KTCTPT +QT , (4.28)
KT = PTC
T
TR
−1
T , (4.29)
where T¯ and Tˆ are the simulated and measured temperatures at the sensor locations in the
pack, and:
T(76×1) =

Tcore,1
Tcore,2
...
Tcore,38
Tsurf,1
Tsurf,2
...
Tsurf,38

Tˆ(5×1) =

Tˆsurf,1
Tˆsurf,2
...
Tˆsurf,5
 T¯(76×1) =

T¯surf,1
T¯surf,2
...
T¯surf,5.

Tsurf,i and Tcore,i are the surface and core temperature of the ith cell in the pack respectively.
Also matrices AT , and BT are shown below:
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And finally, the input matrix UT is:
UT (77×1) =

Q˙1
Q˙2
...
Q˙38
Tair,1
Tair,2
...
Tair,39

,
where Q˙i is the heat generation in the ith cell, and Tair,j is the temperature of the air
passing through the gap between cells i− 1 and i.
4.5 Degradation testing and modeling
To predict capacity fade of the battery, a semi-empirical model, which has been widely
used in literature [99, 100, 80], is adopted. A capacity fade model uses a power law with
Arrhenius relation in order to relate stress factors such as charge throughput (Ah) and tem-
perature to capacity fade. In [80], nominal operating SOC is considered as another stress
factor.
However, the model cannot be applied without modifications since the chemistries of
the battery in this study are not the same. Therefore, the model is parameterized against
experimental data. Experiments are performed using a continuous charge sustaining current
profile obtained from a light duty vehicle HEV operating on a US06 cycle. Each of the
three fixtures is operating at three different nominal SOCs2. Each fixture is composed of
three cells connected in series. The experiments are performed in two stages. In the first
stage, the nominal operating SOC of fixtures 1, 2 and 3 is set to 33%, 50% and 66% SOC
respectively. The temperature of the battery at quasi steady state is regulated at 25◦C and
the ambient temperature is controlled at 10◦C. Data is collected for 56,000 miles or an
equivalent 36 kAh. During the second stage of the experiment, the nominal operating SOC
of fixtures 1, 2 and 3 is set to 40%, 50% and 60% SOC respectively. The temperature of the
battery at quasi steady state is regulated at 49◦C and the ambient temperature is controlled
2The power management system in HEV typically regulates battery pack’s SOC around the center of an
operating window; however, this does not necessarily mean that the average SOC is at the center value of the
target SOC operating window. In our work, power demand is the input without any SOC regulation, therefore
the term nominal SOC, is used to refer to the initial SOC and not the average operating SOC.
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at 25◦C. Also, the current is scaled up by a factor of 1.3. Data is collected for 40,000 miles
or an equivalent 27 kAh.
The experimental procedure consists of cycling the cells continuously using a US06
cycle for 900 cycles [corresponding to 7,200 miles or 4.6 KAh]. This is followed by a
discharge capacity test and a pulse test for measuring resistance. Both tests are outlined
below:
Capacity measurement:
i) Charge cells using a CCCV (constant-current constant-voltage) protocol to 4.1 V
(100% SOC) at 1C rate. Rest for 24 hrs.
ii) Discharge cells to 2.9 V (0% SOC) at 1C rate (5 A).
iii) Measure and record discharge capacity.
Pulse test:
i) Charge cells using a CCCV (constant-current constant-voltage) protocol to 4.1 V
(100% SOC) at 1C rate. Rest for 24 hrs.
ii) Discharge cells to 60% SOC at 1C rate. Rest for 1 hour.
iii) Apply a 120 A, 10 sec discharge pulse on all cells.
iv) Discharge cells to 50% SOC at 1C rate. Rest for 1 hour.
v) Apply a 120 A, 10 sec discharge pulse on all cells.
vi) Discharge cells to 40% SOC at 1C rate. Rest for 1 hour.
vii) Apply a 120 A, 10 sec discharge pulse on all cells.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the setup used for capacity testing of the cells along
with the results of capacity fading. The cells are connected in series so that the same current
is applied to all of them and placed in a thermal chamber for ambient temperature control.
They are clamped and constrained similar to what they would experience in the battery
pack.
The choice of the driving cycle and nominal SOCs are deliberate. First, the US06 cycle
is the most aggressive standard driving cycle requiring high power demand from/to the
battery, which makes the power profile reasonable to investigate the battery performance
related to power denials which relates to the drivability of the vehicle. Second, the rate
of capacity fade is accelerated when operating around high stress and SOC [101, 102].
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Authors in [103] observed that bulk force of constrained batteries increased with respect
to increasing SOC. To study the effect of operating SOC on capacity fade, three nominal
SOCs are selected.
The following empirical model is used to predict capacity loss,
Sloss =
(
αc + γc(0.66− SOC0)c
)
· exp
(
−Eac
RgT
)
· Ahξ, (4.30)
where Sloss is the capacity fade in percentage, SOC0 is the nominal SOC, SOC0 ∈ [0.33, 0.66],
Ah is the charge throughput, Rg is the universal gas constant, 8.314 J/Kmol, and T is the
cell temperature. Note that, due to lack of sufficient data to reflect the influence of tem-
perature, the activation energy Eac is assumed to be the same as the value in [80]3, 22406
J/mol. Identified constants, αc, γc, c, ξ, Eac and Rg, are listed in Table 4.1.
The performance of the capacity fade model is shown in Fig. 4.18 by comparing with
experimental data. The model would allow for capacity calculation up to 100,000 miles
for the different operating nominal SOCs and temperatures. The calculated degraded ca-
pacity after 100,000 miles is used instead of the initial capacity for battery simulation in
Section 4.6.
3The chemistries of batteries in [80] are NMC-LMO/graphite.
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Figure 4.18: A capacity fade model with experimental data
Table 4.1: Constants for the Capacity Fade Model Eq. (4.30)
Constant αc γc c ξ Eac Rg
Value 153.4 -557 1.257 0.510 22406 8.314
Note that the degradation testing also resulted in an increase in the resistance of the
cell. Since in an HEV application, characterizing the series resistance Rs is much more
important than the dynamic resistances R1 and R2, the degradation of resistance Rs is only
considered in this section. In [104], the increase in the value of Rs with degradation is
shown to be more significant than that of the double RC pairs. It should be noted that
for other applications, where the dynamic resistances are important, the degradation of
those resistances should be considered. For the identification of Rs, an OCV-R-RC or an
OCV-R-RC-RC should yield similar results. Thus, for simplicity and only for identification
purposes, an OCV-R-RC model is formulated. A least squares identification method is used
and outlined below. If we consider an OCV-R-RC equivalent circuit model in discrete-time
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domain:
z(k + 1) = z(k)− ∆T
Q
I(k),
Vc(k + 1) =
(
1− ∆T
R1C1
)
Vc(k) +
∆T
C1
I(k),
V (k) =OCV (z(k))− Vc(k)−RsI(k),
Also, if the measured signal is the output signal:
y = OCV (z(k))− V (k) = Vc(k) +RsI(k),
then we can, by manipulating the equations, derive a parametric form as:
y(k) = θTφ(k),
where
y(k) =OCV (z(k))− V (k),
θ = [b1, b0, a0]
T ,
φ(k) = [I(k), I(k − 1),−y(k − 1)]T ,
where
a0 =
∆T
R1C1
− 1,
b0 =
∆T (R1 +Rs)
R1C1
−Rs,
b1 =Rs.
Accordingly, the series resistance Rs can be determined from the parameter b1.
The final results of resistance increase are shown in Fig. 4.19. Results are plotted for
all 3 fixtures at the 3 different pulsing SOCs. Note that the results show a big variation.
However for the final design of the pack, the resistance increase after 100,000 miles4 is
considered by applying a linear fit to the data. This is also consistent with the work in
[80], where the results show a linear increase of resistance with charge throughput with a
large variation in the identified resistance. The resistance increase after 100,000 miles is
4Automakers such as Nissan, Chevrolet, Toyota and Ford guarantee their battery packs for at least either
8 years or 100,000 miles whichever comes first.
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Figure 4.19: Series resistance increase as a function of degradation time for all three fix-
tures. Resistance results are shown at 60%, 50%, and 40% SOC.
calculated and used in the simulation results in Section 4.6.
Finally, for cost analysis, a Battery Performance and Cost model, BatPaC (the detailed
description of BatPaC is available in [81]), is adopted. This model is developed by Argonne
National Laboratory, and is publicly available and has been widely used for calculating
battery cost [82, 83, 84]. The calculated battery cost is meant to represent projections of a
2020 production year with an assumption of an annual production level 20,000–500,000.
This model allows to design a battery pack for a specified power, energy, different type
of electrified vehicles, and cooling conditions. The objective of using the BatPaC in is to
compute a battery pack cost with variation in the number of cells while battery performance
is satisfied.
The battery of interest is a prismatic Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt/Graphite Li-ion cell in
HEV application; thus, NMC333-G and HP-HEV (High Power HEV) are chosen as a cell
chemistry and vehicle type, respectively. In addition, cabin air is considered as a heat
transfer fluid in this study. The battery cells are all connected in a series, and two modules
per a battery pack are assumed based on a baseline pack design, Ford’s HEV.
4.6 Results
Quantitative analysis on battery performance is conducted by testing the battery model
and the power limiting method described before with the simulated US06 power input at
various operation conditions: (1) ambient temperatures, T∞ ∈ {−5, 25}◦C; (2) nominal
SOCs, SOC0 ∈ {0.35, 0.4, 0.45, · · · , 0.65}; and (3) number of cells in a battery pack, Nb ∈
{48, 50, · · · , 76}. These changes in operating conditions affect the battery performance
such as battery utilization, average current, temperature rise, and capacity fade. As the
battery size changes, the battery power in a cell level is scaled correspondingly to provide
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the same power in a pack level. The limits on voltage and SOC for the power limiting
algorithm are shown in Table 4.2. Note that the SOC limits define a window of 40% SOC
operating range. All results in this section are based on cell level and not pack level.
Table 4.2: Upper and lower limits on Voltage and SOC
Output Lower/Upper Bound Unit
Voltage 2.5/4.1 V
SOC SOC0±0.2 –
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Figure 4.20: Power, SOC, voltage, and temperature profiles at 35% SOC, T∞ = −5◦C and
number cells = 64
To provide a better understanding, time series plots of power, SOC, voltage and tem-
perature at 35% SOC, T∞ = −5◦C and Nb = 64 are shown in Fig. 4.20, as an example.
The first subplot shows a scaled (by a factor of 1.2) simulated battery power associated
with US06 drive cycle, and the discharge (+) and charge (-) power limits for one cell in
the Nb = 64 cell pack. These power limits vary because the battery’s internal states and
parameters change. Note that the actual power input to the battery is clamped by these
two limits. The first subplot also shows instances (highlighted in green circles) where the
power input to the battery exceeds the power limits. The first two circles at t = 20 sec
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and t = 120 sec show instances where the lower and upper voltage limits respectively are
reached and so power is clamped. Moreover, the third and fourth circles show instances
where the lower SOC limit is reached and, thus, also the power limit is clamped. These
violations represent missed energy opportunities that the cell could have provided. Also,
for reference, the PNGV power limits are also shown with the resulting SOC, voltage and
temperature profiles. Notice, how the MB power limiting algorithm allows for more uti-
lization of the battery than the PNGV model. For this case of Nb = 64 cells in the pack,
since the battery power input is increased, the cell needs to provide more power and cur-
rent when compared to the baseline case (Nb = 76 or power factor = 1). Thus, changes in
total energy-throughput, root-mean-square averaged current and temperature rise can also
be determined. Apart from potential power denial concerns, the total energy-throughput
during power denials – where the magnitude of battery power is greater than or equal to
power capability – is of interest because this number would be related to fuel consumption,
i.e. the supervisory controller in the HEV will increase the power demand from the engine.
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Figure 4.21: Energy throughput, temperature, RMS current, Ampere-hour throughput, and
charge and discharge power denials at T∞ = 25◦C.
Simulation results of the parametric study for one cell in a pack of Nb cells are plotted
in Fig. 4.21. The energy-throughput utilization (upper left), temperature increase (upper
right), RMS current (middle left), Ampere-hour throughput (middle right), charge power
denials (lower left), and discharge power denials (lower right) are plotted as a function of
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nominal SOC and number of cells at an ambient temperature of T∞ = 25◦C. The charge
power denials (CPD) and discharge power denials (DPD) are computed by:
CPD =
∑
min{P dmdb − P¯ chgb , 0}∆t,
DPD =
∑
max{P dmdb − P¯ dchb , 0}∆t,
where the battery power demand, the maximum charge power and the maximum discharge
power are denoted by P dmdb , P¯
chg
b and P¯
dch
b , respectively.
All results are computed after completing one simulated US06 power cycle. The sim-
ulation assumes a degraded cell resistance and capacity after 100,000 miles instead of a
fresh cell. As expected, results show that as number of cells in a pack decrease, the en-
ergy throughput increases. Accordingly, the temperature, RMS current and Ampere-hour
throughput increase as well. The charge power denials graph shows only violations at the
high SOC and with low number of cells. This is expected since with lower number of cells
and higher operating SOC, the cell is more likely to hit the high voltage limits. More inter-
estingly, the discharge power denials graph shows that the number of cells in a pack can be
scaled down without violating any discharge power constraints, meaning that drivability is
not affected.
Since different number of cells and operating SOCs result in different temperature rise
as seen in Fig. 4.21, the effect of temperature is isolated by adjusting the cooling to maintain
the same equilibrium temperature. By decoupling this effect, and by using Eq. (4.30),
the simulated capacity fade after 100,000 miles of the cell is shown in Fig. 4.22 for two
different temperatures. Figure 4.22 shows that capacity fade is significantly affected by the
nominal operating SOC but not by the number of cells (or indirectly by the Ampere-hour
throughput), and is accelerated at higher temperatures. This means that downsizing a pack
will not lead to a significant increase in capacity fade.
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Figure 4.22: Capacity fade after 100,000 miles at a cell temperature of 25◦C and 40◦C.
Also, instead of adjusting the cooling capacity to maintain same equilibrium temper-
ature, one could look at the projected capacity loss while maintaining the same cooling
conditions. Accordingly, the Ampere-hour throughput from Fig. 4.21 can be used to find
the projected Ampere-hour throughput at 100,000 miles along with the equilibrium temper-
ature for a given pack cooling condition. The resulting capacity fade after 100,000 miles is
shown in Fig. 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Capacity fade after 100,000 miles for a given constant cooling condition at
T∞ = 25◦C.
Figures 4.21, 4.22 and 4.23 together show that the number of cells could be scaled
down which results in higher cell utilization and without experiencing any discharge power
denials (i.e. unavailable discharge energy throughput is zero). Also, operating the cell at a
lower SOC would result in minimal capacity fade after 100,000 miles, even with a smaller
number of cells.
The efficiency of the battery is also calculated for the case of zero charge and discharge
power denials at T∞ = 25◦C. In computing the efficiency of the battery, a charge sustaining
current profile during a US06 driving cycle is scaled down to allow the SOC to swing
with a ±10% window. The battery efficiency, ηb in percentage, is calculated according to
Eq. (4.31),
ηb =
∑(|Ethru| − |Eloss|)∑ |Ethru| × 100, (4.31)
where Ethru is the energy throughput and Eloss = I2Rs + V 21 /R1 + V
2
2 /R2 − ITdU/dT
is the loss through the battery. Accordingly, Fig. 4.24 shows a plot of the efficiency of
the battery for the cases of zero power denials. Notice that the efficiency of the cell only
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Figure 4.24: Efficiency of the battery for the zero power denials case at T∞ = 25◦C.
changes slightly as the nominal SOC is lowered from 65% to 35%. Also, as the number of
cells are lowered, the efficiency decreases since there is higher current through the battery
and accordingly even more losses.
Figure 4.25 shows the resulting energy throughput utilization, temperature increase,
root mean square (RMS) current increase, Ampere-hour throughput, charge power denials
and discharge power denials as a function of nominal SOC and number of cells at an am-
bient temperature of T∞ = −5◦C. Results again show that operating at lower SOCs will
result in higher cell utilization with minimal discharge power denial even with a scaled
down battery pack size (lower number of cells). However, at these low temperatures, the
resistance of the battery is large, and thus, even with a full pack (Nb = 76 cells), voltage
limits are violated and power is clamped. Therefore, as shown in Fig. 4.25, the discharge
power denials subplot shows that there are no instances where discharge power constraints
are not violated. However, the charge power denials plot shows that operation at lower
SOC is preferable. This is because operation at higher SOCs means that the cell is more
likely to hit the upper voltage and SOC limits. Also, since, collectively, the charge and dis-
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charge power denials are less at lower SOCs than at higher SOCs, this means that the cell
can allow more energy throughput initially. This helps warm up the cell and thus further
decreases the power denials because of the decreased resistance. Moreover, even though,
the cell experiences power denials at T∞ = −5◦C, downsizing the pack can actually help
warm up cells. Figure 4.26 shows the temperature profiles for both the PNGV and MB
method for a pack of 76 and 64 cells. Notice how the cells warm up faster with a down-
sized pack and especially using the MB algorithm since it allows more utilization than the
PNGV algorithm.
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Figure 4.25: Energy throughput, temperature, RMS current, Ampere-hour throughput, and
charge and discharge power denials at T∞ = −5◦C.
From Fig. 4.21, it can be deduced that at 35% SOC (preferable operating SOC in terms
of capacity fade), the number of cells could be decreased from 76 to 64 without violating
any discharge power constraints.
A zero power denials line could be extracted from Fig. 4.21. This line defines the
minimum number of cells at each SOC for which the cell can provide full discharge power,
even after 100,000 miles of operation. Figure 4.27 shows the zero power denials line on
a plot of capacity fade after 100,000 miles versus energy throughput per cell. In order for
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Figure 4.26: Temperature profiles for a pack of 76 and 64 cells using the PNGV and MB
algorithms at T∞ = −5◦C.
the pack to deliver full discharge power, the operating point has to be to the left of the zero
power denials line, meaning there are no violations of the discharge power constraints. The
plot shows that for low energy throughput, operation could be around any SOC. As the
number of cells is decreased, the energy throughput per cell is increased. At higher SOCs
the capacity fade is much faster than at lower SOCs as shown in Fig. 4.22, this means
that the cells are more susceptible to exceed the SOC limits. This is why operation at
lower SOCs allows for a smaller battery pack. However, if the capacity fade after 100,000
miles is less than that specified by the manufacturer warranty, then the number of cells
can be significantly decreased in a hybrid pack while experiencing zero power denials.
For example, in designing a battery pack, according to Fig. 4.27, if the capacity fade after
100,000 miles should be less than 7%, then to maintain the ability of all cells to provide
full discharge power, a minimum of 64 cells can be used that operate nominally at any SOC
between 35% and 50% SOC. The resulting energy throughput per cell would be close to
27.45 Whr. Based on the above analysis, it is thus possible and beneficial to downsize a
battery pack from 76 cells to 64 cells.
Table 4.3 summarizes the results of decreasing the number of cells from 76 to 64 at
a nominal SOC of 35%. Note that the results are for a single simulated US06 power in-
put cycle assuming operation for 100,000 miles, and the capacity fade is the total capacity
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Figure 4.27: Zero power denials plot of capacity fade after 100,000 miles vs. energy-
throughput per cell at T∞ = 25◦C.
fade projected at 100,000 miles. It is calculated by taking the equilibrium battery operation
temperature of the cell using a simulated US06 power input cycle, and using Eq. (4.30) to
predict the capacity loss. For Nb = 64 cells, a 19% Whr increase in utilization per cell
results only in a 0.5% increase in capacity fade over the lifetime of the battery without
experiencing any discharge power denials (violating discharge power constraints) as com-
pared to a base case of Nb = 76. The RMS current also increases because of higher power
request, and accordingly, the temperature of the cell also increases. Next, we look at the
financial aspect or the cost associated with decreasing the number of cells in the pack.
In investigating the cost associated with downsizing the number of cells in a pack,
Table 4.3: Results of Battery Downsizing at T∞ = 25◦C and 35% SOC.
Number Cells 76 64 Change
Energy utilization [Whr] 22.99 27.45 +19 %
Temperature increase [◦C] 8.04 11.23 +3◦C
RMS current [A] 50.00 59.76 +20 %
Discharge denials [sec] 0 0 –
Capacity fade [%] 1.54 2.05 +0.5 %
Efficiency [%] 97.8 97.4 -0.4 %
Cost [%] 1540 1388 -10 %
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Figure 4.28: Cost breakdown of the battery pack as a function of the number of cells.
the BatPac model is used. Since BatPac model scales the size of the cell as the number
of cells are decreased, the model is modified to allow for the cells to maintain the same
size and capacities as their number changes. Accordingly, Fig. 4.28 shows the total cost
of the battery pack to the OEM as the cells are decreased. The total cost consists of the
cost of materials, purchased items, manufacturing and pack integration. Results show that
decreasing the number of cells from 76 to 64 leads to a 10% decrease in total cost from
$1540 to $1388. The biggest reduction is from the cost of materials at 15%. The cost of
purchased items and manufacturing are reduced by 9% and 11% respectively, while the
cost of pack integration remains the same at $175.
4.7 Conclusions
This section presented an opportunity to downsize a battery pack – especially, for an
HEV application – from 76 cells to 64 cells without experiencing any power denials and
with only a 0.5% increase in capacity fade. The effect of varying nominal operating SOC
and the number of cells in the battery pack on the performance of the Li-ion batteries
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was considered. Specifically, performance metrics including energy-throughput utilization,
temperature increase, RMS current, unavailable discharge/charge energy, capacity fade,
and cost were considered for a quantitative analysis.
In evaluating the performance of the battery of interest, a predictive thermo-electric
model and a semi-empirical capacity fade model were used to capture SOC, voltage, tem-
perature and capacity fade of the Li-ion cells. Particularly, the capacity fading model was
parameterized using data collected from a novel set of experiments for the NMC chemistry
in which an actual power profile from an HEV over an aggressive federal driving schedule,
US06, was used. A new performance metric of power denial was introduced to identify
regions of zero power denials (no violations of discharge/charge power requirements) as
a function of nominal operating SOC, capacity fade and energy throughput per cell. As a
result of battery downsizing, a 10% cost could be reduced, which was assessed by using
Argonne National Laboratory’s Battery Performance and Cost (BatPac) model.
Future work would explore coupling the presented analysis with a full hybrid electric
vehicle model including all powertrain components and a supervisory controller, and ana-
lyze the resulting change in miles per gallon when downsizing a battery pack and how that
compares to the cost saved by switching to a smaller battery pack.
The final chapter will introduce a novel method for estimating the capacity fading in a
battery pack. This is important in applications of EVs and PHEVs where capacity defines
the range of those vehicles.
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CHAPTER 5
Capacity Estimation
5.1 Introduction
Lithium ion batteries have been one of the most popular choices for use as power
sources in electric vehicles (EVs) and hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs). Their popularity
stems from their high energy and power densities and their ability to achieve long driving
ranges. However, their performance suffers from aging and degradation [15, 16, 17] that
should be accounted for and recognized for efficient long term performance. Thus signif-
icant research has been focused on trying to understand the aging mechanisms in Li-ion
cells and connect them with measurable and identifiable features in an effort to improve
the utilization and reliability of these cells through the battery management system (BMS).
Many important battery states are affected by aging which is also names as the state of
health (SOH). The SOH of a battery is usually quantified using either resistance growth
[39, 18, 19, 105, 106, 107] or capacity fading [20, 21, 22, 108]. This chapter focuses on
capacity fading as an indicator of SOH.
Several methods haven been introduced in literature for the evaluation of the aging in
battery. Traditional and conventional methods rely on voltage measurements. In Cyclic
Voltammetry (CV), the electrode potential is ramped linearly versus time [23]. The result-
ing cyclic voltammogram shows the anodic and cathodic currents. The shift in these peaks
is correlated with aging. This method, however, can not be practically used in a vehicle
pack as it requires, besides the cell and data acquisition system, a potentiostat, current-to-
voltage converter and a reference electrode. Probability density function (PDF) applies a
statistical method to the charge/discharge voltage data of a cell to extract the PDF curve
[24]. As the cell degrades, the PDF curve shifts which allows for aging detection. An-
other widely known method is the differential voltage (DV) method [100, 109, 110]. The
method plots the differential of voltage over capacity with respect to capacity. Finally,
one of the most recent methods in literature is the incremental capacity analysis (ICA)
[22, 108, 109, 111]. In many cell chemistries, the cells are characterized by a voltage
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plateau for a wide range of SOCs. The ICA method plots the incremental capacity over
voltage (dQ/dV ) with respect to voltage, which allows for clearly identifiable peaks that
correlate with capacity fading. This method has been recently shown to predict capacity
fading with less than 1% error [22].
Although the ICA method has been shown to be accurate in estimating capacity fade,
it still has some major setbacks. First, the method is sensitive to voltage measurements.
Computing the differential of voltage could result in noise (since dV=0). This is especially
the case in Lithium iron phosphate (LFP) cells which are characterized by flat voltage
curves. Second, the ICA peaks in discharge are centered around the low SOC range. For
example, in the case of a Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt Oxide (NMC) cell, the ICA peaks are
centered around 40%. This means that the BMS has to traverse the low SOC range in order
to estimate and monitor capacity fading. Also, in a battery pack where cell expansion is
limited, measuring the strain can be hard and can result in low signal to noise ratios, which
makes the methods, such as that presented in [112], hard to implement.
In more recent work, focus has been directed towards understanding and modeling the
mechanical behavior of batteries [28, 29, 112, 113] in an attempt to provide better means to
estimate the states of a battery, mainly SOC and SOH. In [29], it has been shown that force
measurements can decrease the mean and standard deviation of the SOC estimation error by
up to 50% in some regions. The authors in [113] show that, unlike voltage which changes
minimally with C-rate, strain can vary significantly and can be used for characterizing
dynamic system states. More recently, other methods have investigated the first and second
derivative of strain with respect to charge, by measuring the strain on the surface of the
battery during charging and discharging. Note that these methods have been applied to a
battery that is not constrained in any way and is allowed to expand freely. In [112], it is
shown that the second derivative of strain with respect to capacity exhibits similar shift in
peaks as those resulting from the DV method as the cell degrades in a more consistent and
reliable manner.
In exploring the mechanical behavior of cells packaged in commercial packs and how
the measured behavior can be used for better SOH estimation, this chapter introduces a
novel method of monitoring force measurements associated with electrode expansion using
the ICA method to derive the IC curves. In lithium-ion batteries, charging causes volume
change or swelling of the electrodes as the lithium ions intercalate in the negative electrode.
In such cases, the work in [112] is applicable since the free expansion can be measured.
However, in applications where the batteries are constrained or compressed to prevent ex-
pansion, as in the case in a real vehicle application, the swelling causes a stress. This stress
can be measured using a force sensor mounted on the end plates of a cell pack or module
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as described in Sec. 5.2.1. The resulting measured force can thus be used in the incremen-
tal capacity analysis. Incremental capacity analysis based on force measurements (ICF) is
promising since force does not necessarily exhibit the flatness that the voltage curves ver-
sus SOC exhibit making the force derivative easier to compute and more accurate without
the need for expensive force sensors. In the case of an NMC cell, the ICF peaks occur
around 70% SOC while those of the ICV occur around 40% SOC. Hence the proposed ICF
based SOH monitoring could happen more frequently within the regular use of a vehicle
involving short trips where the SOC does not usually fall below 50%.
This chapter is organized as follows: first, Section 5.2 shows the experimental fixture
for measuring force and states of the battery of the cells is shown along with the degradation
experiments used. The results of the capacity fading are presented in Sec. 5.3.1. Then the
ICF method is shown in Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3. Finally, the C-rate dependance of the ICF
method is investigated in Sec. 5.3.4.
5.2 Experimental setup
5.2.1 Force measurements
The batteries used in this study are Lithium Nickel-Manganese-Cobalt (NMC) Oxide
battery. Each battery is 120 × 85 × 12.7 mm with a 5Ah nominal capacity. A flat-wound
jelly roll is encased inside the aluminum hard shell of the battery. The jelly roll does not fill
the whole enclosure and thus there are air gaps around the sides and the top of the cell. The
structure of the jelly roll results in electrode expansion in the direction perpendicular to its
largest face [113]. The NMC cells are extracted from a HEV battery pack. Usually in a
free expansion case [112, 113], cycling the cells results in a measurable strain or expansion.
The second derivative of this strain can further be used in estimating the stage transitions
in electrodes and the degradation of a cell [112]. However in a HEV pack, multiple cells
are stacked together in an array and constrained together under compression to prevent
expansion. Thus, as these cells are cycled in an actual vehicle pack, it will be easier to
measure stress and not strain. To emulate the typical pack conditions in lab, 4 different
fixtures were fabricated consisting of three lithium ion batteries each. Figure 5.1 shows
one of those fixtures. Since SOH or capacity fading is the primary objective of this study,
the 4 different fixtures are intended to test the effect of nominal operating SOC and initial
preloading conditions on the degradation rates of cells. The details about the degradation
experiments are presented in Sec. 5.2.2. Each fixture has two garolite end plates in between
which are the 3 batteries, a garolite middle plate and a load cell. The fixture is clamped
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together using bolts with lock nuts to prevent it from loosening. The load cell is a 500 lbs
(LC305-500) Omega load cell sensor (strain gauge type) that is instrumented to measure
the resulting force when the cells are being cycled. It has a 500 lbs full range with an
accuracy of 1 lbs. The garolite middle plate is meant to act as a separator between the
load cell and the cells. This is to prevent the load cell from acting directly on the cells and
possibly puncturing them. The middle plate is also slightly lifted off the ground as to not
allow the ground friction to absorb some of the force exerted by the cells. The cells are
separated by a plastic spacer with dimples on it to allow for air to flow between the cells
for cooling purposes and also maintain compression between the batteries. Also, since
thermal expansion of the cell material can result in measurable strain or expansion in the
cells [114], affecting the force, it is important that the temperature of the cells be measured,
and the thermal expansion is avoided or taken into account. A set of 4 arrays of resistance
temperature detector (RTD) sensors are instrumented on one side of the middle battery
of each of the 4 fixtures. The RTD arrays are made from flexible kapton substrate and
composed of platinum with a nominal 100 Ω resistance. They are less than 100 µm thick
and have a 0.5◦C accuracy. Each array has 4 RTD sensors totaling 16 temperature sensors
in each fixture. The RTDs allow for spatial surface temperature measurement of the middle
cell as it is being cycled. These RTDs have been shown to improve the observability and
convergence of the core temperature estimation of the battery as compared to a conventional
thermistor sensor placed close to the tabs [33]. The accurate estimation of the cell core
temperature is important at high C-rates for clarifying how much of the observed force is
due to thermal expansion and how much is attributed to lithium ion intercalation. All data
is sampled at a 1 Hz rate. The fixtures are placed in a thermal environmental chamber for
ambient temperature control.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic showing 3 lithium ion cells sandwiched between two garolite end
plates. A load cell is installed for measuring the force due to cell expansion. The end plates
are bolted together while the garolite middle plate is meant to act as a separator between
the cells and the load cell.
5.2.2 Degradation experiments
Typically, quantitative analysis of degradation is either based on capacity fade [20, 21]
or growth in internal resistance of the battery [39, 18, 19, 105, 106, 107]. In this chapter,
the focus is on capacity fade since it is very important for the range of EVs, and could be
important in the future for hybrids if the SOC window for these batteries widens. Since
aging related mechanisms are shown to be coupled to mechanical effects [16, 115], the
4 fixtures are designed to test degradation while cycling with the same current profile at
different states of charge (SOC) and initial preloading conditions. Capacity fade is shown
to be slower at lower SOCs as shown in other studies [35, 102, 116], perhaps due to the
lower bulk stresses on the battery [103]. As such, Table 5.1 shows the nominal SOC and
preloading force for all 4 fixtures. The nominal SOC is defined as the nominal SOC at
which the cell is being cycled at, and preload is the initial force that is used to clamp the
cells before any degradation experiments. The preload is set at an initial SOC of 50% at
25oC for all 4 fixtures.
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Table 5.1: Operating conditions for all 4 fixtures
(1st stage / 2nd stage) Fixture 1 Fixture 2 Fixture 3 Fixture 4
Initial SOC [%] 33/40 50/50 66/60 50/50
Ambient Temperature [◦C] 10/25 10/25 10/25 10/25
Initial Preload [lbs] 168/168 168/168 168/168 334/334
∆SOC [%] 20/26 20/26 20/26 20/26
∆Voltage [V] 0.46/0.62 0.41/0.48 0.43/0.48 0.41/0.47
∆Force [lbs] 47/81 33/66 21/47 37/71
Note that this is a two stage degradation experiment. During the first stage of the
experiment, fixtures 1 through 4 are set to {33, 50, 66, 50} % initial SOCs and a preload
of {168, 168, 168, 334} lbs respectively at the ambient temperature of 10◦C. During the
second stage of the experiment, the current is scaled by a factor of 1.3 and the ambient
temperature is raised to 25◦C. Since the current was scaled in the second stage, the initial
SOCs for fixtures 1 and 3 had to be moved closer to 50% SOC, otherwise voltage limits
would be violated due to the high current rates. Specifically, the fixtures 1 through 4 are
set to {40, 50, 60, 50} % initial SOCs without changing the preload. A charge sustaining
current profile is used for cycling the cells. The profile is the result of the hybrid power split.
The fixtures are connected in series, hence, the same current passed through all the cells in
all fixtures. Since the triple of cells in each fixture are at different SOCs, the resulting power
throughput is, however, different. The details of the current profile is detailed in Appendix
A.1. After cycling the cells continuously for 450 cycles, a test to measure capacity of the
cells is performed. The corresponding procedure for measuring capacity is also detailed in
Appendix A.2. After the capacity test, the testing continued for another 450 more cycles
when another capacity test is performed. The entire testing involved 3500 cycles of stage 1
type experiments followed by 2700 cycles of stage 2 type experiments for a total of 64 KAh.
This corresponds to 95000 total miles traveled for the Hybrid Ford Fusion.
5.3 Results
In the following sections, the capacity fading results of the degradation experiments
are shown in Sec. 5.3.1. Sections 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 present the results of using bulk force
measurements for offline bulk fixture capacity estimation and individual cell capacity esti-
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mation respectively using incremental capacity analysis.
5.3.1 Capacity fading
To study the capacity fading mechanisms in the different fixtures, an approximately 20
min charge sustaining current profile, which is detailed in App. A.1, is applied to the cells
continuously for 450 cycles. After that a capacity test is applied to the cells using a 5 A
(1 C-rate) discharge current. The protocol for the capacity test is detailed in in App. A.2.
The results of the capacity fading are plotted in Fig. 5.2. The dashed vertical line
represents the moment at which the second stage degradation experiment started. Since
each fixture has 3 cells, the average capacity for each fixture is plotted against the number
of cycles. The plot shows both absolute and percent capacity fade. Also, since each fixture
is comprised of 3 cells each, a bar is used to represent the span of capacities of each of the 3
cells at each point. Notice, for example, that around 2700 cycles, the difference in capacity
between the 3 cells in fixture 4 is around 2.5%. This is the largest imbalance between the
3 cells in any given fixture at any given time during the experiment. This is important
because the capacity analysis that follows in Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 is based on the fact that
the imbalance between the cells is not larger than 2.5%. However, a separate experiment is
also performed to test the applicability of the capacity estimation method on cells that have
an imbalance larger than 2.5%. This is detailed at the end of Sec. 5.3.3.
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Figure 5.2: Capacity fading measured as it evolved for the various cells in the 4 different
fixtures
Results show that fixture 1 which operates at 33% nominal SOC has the slowest rate
of capacity fade, while fixture 3 which operates at the highest SOC (66%) degrades the
fastest, similarly to what was shown in previous research [35, 102, 116]. Another important
observation is that both fixtures 2 and 4 which have same SOC (50%) but different preloads
(168 lbs and 334 lbs respectively) show almost identical rate of capacity fade. Also it
is noticed that, except for fixture 1, all fixtures experience a significant drop in capacity
initially. This could be a characteristic of the NMC cell being used and could be further
investigated. Moreover, it seems that, during the second stage degradation experiment,
where the temperature has been increased and the current has been scaled, the degradation
rates do not change significantly. More data would be needed to verify this result since the
second stage degradation was over 2700 cycles only.
In summary, results indicate that operation at low SOC results in slower rates of degra-
dation. Also it is shown that the preload at this magnitude (∼100 KPa) does not affect
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degradation. In fact, it is only at higher pressures (>1 MPa) that a change in degradation
rates can be noticed [117], with higher rates of applied pressure leading to higher rates of
capacity fade. The results of the capacity fading experiments will be used for validation
against the capacity estimation method to be presented in Sec. 5.3.2 and 5.3.3.
5.3.2 Offline incremental capacity analysis for bulk capacity estima-
tion
Much focus has been directed towards the ability to monitor capacity fade [20, 21,
22, 108]. One of the approaches that yields appropriate capacity estimation results is the
incremental capacity approach (ICA) [22, 108, 109, 111]. This method plots the differential
of capacity to the differential of voltage versus voltage. Accordingly, one can easily identify
peaks which correlate with capacity fading. This chapter shows that a non-electrical signal
could be used in capacity fading identification, or more specifically, force measurements
can correlate with capacity fading. The analysis in this section and the following section
is done offline. Future work would have to include the implementation of these techniques
online in on-board battery management systems.
Figure 5.3 shows the voltage and force plot as a function of discharge capacity during
the 1C discharge test (refer App. A.2) for fixture 1 after different number of cycles. It
is apparent that as the cell is discharged, the voltage and force decrease. As expected,
the voltage decreases with the increasing number of cycles due to the fact that the cell
capacity fades as the cell is cycled. Figure 5.3 also shows that the force changes as the cells
are cycled. Unfortunately, this change is not monotonic with time as the cells are aged.
This non-monotonic behavior could be the result of degradation or creep that is inherent to
the fixture being used and has to be investigated further. One would have to revert to the
derivative of the force measurements since those would be less dependent on the fixture and
sensor attachment. From Fig. 5.3, one can extract the corresponding dV/dQ and dF/dQ
curves. Figure 5.4 shows the dV/dQ and dF/dQ curves for fixture 1 after N = 325 cycles.
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Figure 5.3: Voltage and force measurements during the 1C discharge capacity test after
different N number of cycles
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Figure 5.4: The dV/dQ and dF/dQ curves during 1C discharge capacity test for fixture 1
after N = 325 cycles
The plot in Fig. 5.4 shows that the derivative curves are very noisy and need filtering.
Notice, however, that the dF/dQ curve has a better signal to noise ratio than the dV/dQ
curve since the amplitude of the force signal is much bigger than that of the voltage signal.
This makes data processing for the dF/dQ curve easier. Also, in other cell chemistries, not
investigated here, such as the Lithium iron phosphate cells (LiFePO4), the voltage curves
are characterized by voltage plateaus for a wide range of SOC [118]. As a result, this
insensitivity would lead to even lower signal to noise ratios for the dV/dQ curves, since
the value of dV is almost zero. In this study, a Savitsky-Golay (SG) filtering technique
was used to process the data [119]. This methods fits to successive sets of data a low order
polynomial using least squares method, and can improve the signal to noise ratio without
affecting or distorting the signal. The SG filter requires the window or frame length (F )
and the polynomial order (n) to be specified. The details of the filter are shown in App. C.
For this study, F = 951 and n = 3 are chosen and are shown to result in a smooth fit.
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Figure 5.5: IC curves during 1C discharge capacity test for fixture 1 after different N num-
ber of cycles. Also shown is a linear fit of corresponding peak values.
With the new filtered data, the IC curves for both voltage and force are plotted specifi-
cally. The IC curves are defined as the inverse of the dV/dQ and the dF/dQ curves. Fig-
ure 5.5 shows a plot of the dQ/dV (ICV) and dQ/dF (ICF) curves as a function of voltage
at different cycles. Notice that both the ICV and ICF curves exhibit the same behavior
with shifting peaks as the number of cycles increases similarly to the findings in literature
[22, 108, 112]. Figure 5.5 shows that the identified ICF peaks are at higher voltage (and
thus higher SOC). This behavior is important in EVs and PHEVs since one does not have
to traverse to the lower SOCs every time a capacity monitoring scheme has to be applied.
Also, Fig. 5.5 shows two linear fits to the ICV and ICF peak values. The corresponding
voltages at which the ICV and ICF peaks occur is defined as V˜ICV and V˜ICF .
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Figure 5.6: The measured capacity (Q˜) versus voltage (V˜ICF ) at peak ICF for all fixtures
with a linear fit with a band of 1% (red line). Also black dashed line is the average slope
from all fixtures fitted through the first data point of every fixture. This slope is used for the
capacity estimation (Qˆ). The respective absolute maximum, mean and standard deviation
on the error between the measured capacity (Q˜) and the estimated capacity (Qˆ) using the
average slope of all fixtures is also shown.
Finally, a plot of the measured capacity (Q˜) of the cell versus the identified voltage at
which the ICF peak occurs (V˜ICF ) can be created. Figure 5.6 shows the resulting measured
capacity (Q˜) versus the V˜ICF values. Results show a linear trend of capacity fade with
shifting ICF peaks. The 4 subplots show the corresponding measured capacity (Q˜) versus
V˜ICF values with a linear fit with a 1% band (in red solid and dashed lines) for all 4 fixtures.
Also using all 4 fixtures, an average slope (αavg = −5.28 [Ah/V]) of the 4 different linear
fits to the 4 fixtures can be calculated. This slope is considered to be representative of the
degradation mechanisms of the NMC cells being used in these experiments. The resulting
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estimated change in capacity (∆Qˆ) can thus be calculated using Eq. 5.1.
∆Qˆ = αavg ×∆V˜ICF , (5.1)
or when expanded,
Qˆ− Q˜0 = αavg × (V˜ICF − V˜0,ICF ), (5.2)
where Q˜0 is the initial measured capacity of the cell, V˜0,ICF and V˜ICF are the corresponding
measured voltages at which the peak ICF occurs during a 1 C discharge experiment for Q˜0
and Qˆ respectively, and αavg = −5.28 [Ah/V] is the calculated average slope using the
degradation experiments on all 4 fixtures.
Thus, in each subplot in Fig. 5.6, Eq. 5.1 is represented by a dashed black line that fits
through the initial capacity measurement of each fixture and is used for the estimation of
capacity. The resulting max, mean and standard deviation on the absolute error between Qˆ
and Q˜ is also shown in each subplot. The absolute error is defined using Eq. 5.3.
Absolute error[%] =
∣∣∣∣∣Qˆ− Q˜Q˜
∣∣∣∣∣× 100, (5.3)
The maximum error on capacity estimation is ≤ 2% for fixtures 1, 2 and 4 that operate
at low SOC levels. The mean error is ≤ 0.5%. Fixture 3, however, has a maximum error of
2.5% with a mean error of 1.5%. This could be due to the fact that the initial measurement
for the first data point might be inaccurate, which resulted in the fitted line being below the
rest of the consecutive measured data points as shown in Fig. 5.6. This could also be at-
tributed to the fact that a first order linear fit used here oversimplifies the actual degradation
mechanism which could follow a higher order fit. This is to be verified with more exper-
imental data. The results thus show that using a linear fit on all data from all 4 fixtures,
the estimated capacity difference is ≤ 2.5% (worst case). The analysis above describes the
ability of this method to estimate the bulk capacity of each fixture using bulk force mea-
surements. However, since each fixture is comprised of 3 cells each, the ICF method lumps
and smears the effect of all the 3 cell degradation. In the following section, the potential of
a bulk force measurement for individual cell capacity estimation is analyzed.
Note also that ICF curves are identified using a 5 A (1 C-rate) discharge test (refer
App. A.2). It would be interesting to investigate whether the ICF curves exhibit the same
peak locations for different C-rates, or whether they are less sensitive to C-rates than the
ICV curves. The authors in [112] showed that the second derivative of strain with respect
to capacity (d2/dQ2) is more suitable at predicting stage transitions in electrode materials
at C-rates of up to C/2. Section 5.3.4 will investigate the dependance of the ICF curves
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to different C-rates, and whether the force behavior matches the strain behavior shown in
[112].
5.3.3 Offline incremental capacity analysis for individual cell capacity
estimation
The adequacy of the above prescribed method of using bulk force measurements to es-
timate individual cell capacities in each of the 3 cells constrained in a fixture is analyzed
in this section. Figure 5.7 shows the ICF curve versus the bulk voltage of the 3 cells in
fixture 1 and versus individual cell voltages after N = 325 cycles. Notice that since the
cells have slightly different capacities, the resulting ICF curve has different peak locations
for the different cells. Using the average slope (αavg = −5.28 [Ah/V]) of capacity fade
versus V˜ICF identified in Sec. 5.3.2, the estimated capacity (Qˆ) of each individual cell can
be identified using Eq. 5.1 for all the cells in all 4 fixtures. Figure 5.8 shows the estimated
(Qˆ) and measured capacity (Q˜) for all cells in the 4 fixtures, with the corresponding errors
between the measured and estimated capacity. Results show that, over 6200 cycles (cor-
responding to 95000 miles), bulk force measurements results can be used to estimate the
individual cell capacities.
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Figure 5.7: ICF curve vs bulk fixture voltage and individual cell voltages for fixture 1 after
325 number of cycles.
The maximum error between the measured and estimated capacities across all fixtures
at any given time during the 6200 cycles is 3.1%, while the absolute mean and standard
deviation on the error is 0.42% and 1.14% respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.9.
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Figure 5.8: Results of using bulk force measurements to estimate individual cell capacities.
Row 1 shows the estimated and measured cell capacities in each fixture over 6200 cycles.
Row 2 shows the resulting errors on the measured and estimated capacities.
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Figure 5.9: Histogram of errors on capacity estimation using the ICF method for the 4
different fixtures with 3 cells each. The estimation is done over 6200 cycles of degradation
(corresponding to 95000 miles).
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Note that this result has been shown for cells in which the maximum imbalance in
capacity is 2.5%. This means that at any given time, the difference in capacities between
the 3 cells in any given fixture is ≤ 2.5%. To investigate the adequacy of this method for
estimating capacity for cells that are more imbalanced, an experiment with two different
fixtures was performed. Table 5.2 shows the capacity of the cells in two fixtures. The first
fixture has a large degraded cell bundled with two other slightly degraded cells. The mean
difference in capacity between the large degraded cell and the slightly degraded cells is
27.5%. The second fixture has a fresh cell bundled with two other slightly degraded cells.
The mean difference in capacity between the fresh cell and the slightly degraded cells is
4.7%. The degraded and fresh cells are highlighted in bold in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Cell capacities for the two fixtures
Cell Capacities Fixture 1 Fixture 2
Cell 1 [Ah] 4.47 4.31
Cell 2 [Ah] 4.44 4.51
Cell 3 [Ah] 3.23 4.31
By using Eq. 5.1 and the peak values from the bulk ICF curve, Table 5.3 shows the
estimated capacities and the resulting error between the estimated (Qˆ) and the measured (Q˜)
capacities of each cell. Results show that fixture 1, with the degraded cell, the estimation
resulted in a 29% error between the measured and the estimated capacity for the degraded
cell. The error on the other two cells was 5.6% and 5.4% respectively. For fixture 2,
with the fresh cell, the estimation resulted in a 1.3% error between the measured and the
estimated capacity for the fresh cell, while the error on the two other cells was 3.5% and
3.0% respectively.
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Table 5.3: Estimated cell capacities for the two fixtures along with the error between the
estimated and measured capacities for each cell using a 5 A discharge capacity test.
Cell Capacities Fixture 1 Fixture 2
Est. [Ah] / % Err. Est. [Ah] / % Err.
Cell 1 4.22/5.6% 4.46/3.5%
Cell 2 4.20/5.4% 4.45/1.3%
Cell 3 4.17/29% 4.44/3.0%
To better understand why the estimation error is large on the fixture with the degraded
cell, a separate experiment was performed, whereas each cell in fixture 1 was discharged
separately using a 3 A current while the other two were kept fully charged (at 100% SOC).
The results from this experiment are shown in Fig. 5.10. Subplot 1 in Fig. 5.10 shows the
resulting force measurements as a function of discharge capacity [Ah] for all 3 cells. It is
clear that the degraded cell (cell#3) exhibits a different force shape than the other two cells,
which have similar force curves. Subplot 2 shows the resulting individual dFi/dQ (where
i = 1, 2, 3) curves as a function of discharge capacity [Ah]. The calculated bulk dF¯b/dQ
curve is also shown in a solid black line. This curve is obtained by summing the individual
dFi/dQ curves of all 3 cells (dF¯b/dQ =
∑3
i=1 dFi/dQ). In comparison, an experimental
bulk dFb/dQ curve is also plotted in dashed black line. This curve was obtained by dis-
charging all cells together using a 3 A discharge current. Interestingly, the dF¯b/dQ curve
which was calculated from the individual dFi/dQ curves and the experimental dFb/dQ
curve obtained by discharging all cells together exhibit the same shape but are scaled dif-
ferently. This is because in the case where each cell is discharged separately, two cells are
held at 100% SOC when the third cell is discharged, while in the case when all cells are
discharged together, the SOCs change simultaneously, resulting in a differently scaled bulk
dFb/dQ curve.
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Figure 5.10: Plots of corresponding force, dFi/dQ and ICFi curves for the cells in fixture
1 using a 3 A discharge current. Also shown is the calculated bulk dF¯b/dQ and ¯ICF b
curves and a comparison with the experimental bulk dFb/dQ and ICFb curves when all
cells are discharged simultaneously using a 3 A current.
Finally, the dF¯b/dQ curve which was calculated from the individual dFi/dQ curves
can be inverted to form the bulk calculated ICF curve ( ¯ICF b). The ¯ICF b curve is plot-
ted against the mean voltage of the cells in the fixture. The mean voltage is calculated by
taking the mean of each cell voltage at the same discharge capacity. In comparison, the
experimental ICFb curve is also shown. This curve is obtained by inverting the dFb/dQ
curve in subplot 2 and it is also plotted against the mean voltage of the cells in the fix-
ture. Finally, the individual ICFi curves are also plotted. Note that the ICFi curves are
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obtained by plotting the ¯ICF b curve against individual cell voltages, and not by inverting
the individual dFi/dQ curves. The reason for doing so, is that in a battery pack, only the
bulk force can be measured and not the individual force responses of each cell. There are
several takeaways from subplot 3:
1. The maximum voltage difference between the peaks of the ICFi curves is ∆V1 =
17.4 mV . This corresponds to 9.2 mAh difference in capacity. This is why the
estimated capacities of fixture 1 in Table 5.3 are so close to each other although the
actual capacities, shown in Table 5.2, are not.
2. The difference in the peak voltage between the ¯ICF b curve and the experimental
ICFb curve is ∆V2 = 6.2 mV . This indicates that the experimental bulk ICF curve
is actually the result of the individual cell force curves being smeared together.
3. For the sake of comparison, and if we assume that the individual force responses
of each cell are available (which is not a practical case), one can invert the dFi/dQ
curves for each cell and plot against their corresponding voltage (instead of plotting
the ¯ICF b curve against individual voltages as shown in subplot 3 of Fig. 5.10). By
identifying the voltage at the location of the peak of these ICF curves, and by using
Eq. 5.1, the resulting estimated capacities of fixture 1 are shown in Table 5.4. Results
show that, for Cell 1 and Cell 2, the estimation error is 2.9% and 0.9% respectively,
while that for Cell 3 is 12%. This leads to two important points that need further
investigation. One is the dependance of the locations of the ICF peaks on C-rate.
Since the identification of parameter αavg was done using 5 A discharge current ex-
periments, while the experiment of Fig. 5.10 was done using a 3 A discharge current,
the estimation results could be erroneous. This dependance will be investigated in
Sec. 5.3.4 below. The second point is the adequacy of a linear fit. The estimation is
not accurate for cell 3 which has degraded by 30%. This could mean that the degra-
dation mechanism could follow a higher order fit instead of a linear one. This is to
be investigated in future work.
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Table 5.4: Estimated cell capacities for fixture 1 along with the error between the estimated
and measured capacities for each cell using a 3 A discharge capacity test.
Cell Capacities Fixture 1
Actual [Ah] / Est. [Ah] / % Err.
Cell 1 4.47/4.60/2.9%
Cell 2 4.44/4.48/0.9%
Cell 3 3.23/3.62/12%
Thus, the large error in capacity estimation for fixture 1 shown in Table 5.3 is due to
the individual dFi/dQ curves being smeared into one bulk dF¯b/dQ curve for which the
resulting ¯ICF b curve has a peak that represents some weighted average of the capacities.
In fact, the individual dFi/dQ curves and their resulting ICF curves could be used to
estimate the individual cell capacities as shown in Table 5.4. Unfortunately, this is not a
practical case since in a pack one does not have access to the individual force response of
every cell.
5.3.4 C-rate dependance
The capacity calculation experiments performed throughout this chapter were using
moderate C-rates (5 A and 3 A). To investigate the effect of C-rate on the behavior of the
dF/dQ curves, another capacity calculation experiment is performed using a C/3 current
rate on one of the 3 cell fixtures. By following the same procedure as before, one could
extract the ICF and ICV curves for both C-rates. Figure 5.11 shows the ICV and ICF curves
for the two different C-rates. The ICF curves exhibit the same behavior as the ICV curves,
with the peaks shifting as the C-rate increases. This means that as the C-rate increases from
C/3 to 1 C, there is a shift in the peak locations of the ICF curves.
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Figure 5.11: ICF and ICV curves as a function 1C and C/3 rate.
The authors in [112], however, indicate that the positions of the transition of the peaks
of the d2/dQ2 curves do not change significantly for C-rates of up to C/2. To compare
the behavior of force with that of strain [112], another separate experiment was conducted,
where two discharge tests were applied to the same cell. The first was a C/3 discharge cur-
rent while the second was a C/20 discharge current. Figure 5.12 shows the ICF curves for
both C-rates. Interestingly, the results show that for lower C-rates between C/3 and C/20,
the peak locations do not shift significantly. The shift is around 3 mV which corresponds to
16 mAh in capacity estimation (or equivalently 0.4% error). Thus, the ICF method seems
to follow the same behavior shown in [112], where the peaks do not shift significantly for
C-rates up to C/3. However, at higher C-rates (1 C and above), the peaks appear to start
shifting as was shown in Fig. 5.11. The behavior of the ICF peaks needs further investi-
gation at higher C-rates, since there could be a thermal swelling in addition to a dynamic
intercalation-based swelling effect in the cell, which could affect the force.
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Figure 5.12: ICF curves as a function of C/3 and C/20 rate.
5.3.5 Charge behavior
The analysis in the previous sections was done during a constant discharge current. In
a PHEV or an EV, it is more desirable to have the capacity estimation performed during
charge. This is because the discharge behavior is very dynamic while the charge one is
usually a constant one. Discharging the cells in a PHEV or an EV depends on the driving
pattern while charging is only done by connecting the cells into a power source. Thus
to investigate whether the cells exhibit the same ICF behavior in charge and discharge,
two charge/discharge experiments were performed on two different cells with different
degraded capacities. Cell 1 has a capacity of 4.47 Ah (new cell) while cell 2 has a capacity
of 3.23 Ah (degraded cell). Both discharging and charging experiments were performed
using a C/3 constant current. The results are shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14.
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Figure 5.13: C/3 constant current charge and discharge ICV and ICF curves for a new cell
(capacity = 4.47 Ah).
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Figure 5.14: C/3 constant current charge and discharge ICV and ICF curves for a degraded
cell (capacity = 3.23 Ah).
There are two main takeaways from the data shown in Fig. 5.13 and 5.14:
• In both cells, the charge and discharge ICV peaks do not have the same value. In the
charge case, the ICV peak is at a higher voltage than the ICV peak in the discharge
case. In the ICF case, however, both peaks in the charge and discharge case align.
The ICF peaks during charge, however, are less distinct.
• In the charge case, and in the case of the new cell in Fig. 5.13, there seems to be
another peak in the ICF curve which occurs at at even higher voltage (around 3.95 V
shown in dotted grey line). This phenomena needs further investigation during the
charging case.
Although the ICV peaks in charge and discharge do not match, initial results indicate
that in the ICF case, these peaks are matching. However, further research and analysis is
needed in the charging case to investigate whether the ICF peaks in the charing case follow
the same trend as the discharging case as the cell degrades. In the discharging case, the ICF
peaks moved to higher voltage as the cell degraded. The same procedure would have to be
repeated to parameterize the degradation model in charge similarly to the discharging case
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as shown in Figs. 5.3 through 5.6 and using Eq. 5.2 for capacity estimation. Also, more
work is needed to understand the ICF behavior in charging, especially at high voltage,
where the cell shows another ICF peak.
5.4 Conclusion
A novel method of using force in the incremental capacity analysis has been introduced.
The method shows promising results since it could be used in tandem or instead of the ICV
method where the differentiation of voltage with respect to capacity can result in low single
to noise ratios. Also, it is able to monitor and estimate capacity fade of a battery at higher
SOCs as compared to using ICV method. This means that the stack does not have to
operate at low SOCs to get an estimation of the capacity fade. For an NMC cell, results
using the ICF method have shown that the peaks of the dQ/dF versus V curves occur at
around 70% SOC while those using the ICV method occur at around 40% SOC. Also, 4
different fixtures were tested under different SOC and preloading conditions. All fixtures
seem to exhibit similar behavior with a linear decrease of capacity with increasing ICF
peak voltage value. Results show that the mean capacity of each fixture can be estimated
with a maximum error of 2.5% over 95000 miles of cycling. Also, it has been shown that
bulk force measurements can be used to estimate individual cell capacities. Results show
that the maximum error is 3.1% with an absolute mean and standard deviation on the error
of 0.42% and 1.14% respectively. However, more data and further investigation is required
to study the adequacy of a linear fit. Results also showed that the above proposed method
can work for estimating individual cell capacities if they are closely balanced. However
as the cells drift apart in capacity (results shown here for cells that have 27% difference in
capacity), the method cannot estimate individual cell capacities. Finally, the dependance
of the ICF curves on C-rate is shown for different C-rates. For C-rates up to C/3, the
shift in the ICF curve peaks is minimal which agrees with the strain behavior in [112].
However, at higher C-rates (1 C-rate), the peaks start to shift. Finally, some preliminary
work has been done on comparing the charging and discharging behavior of the ICV and
ICF curve peaks for two cells with different capacities. It is shown that although the ICV
peaks do not align, the peaks in the ICF cases align. The ICF peak during charging is less
pronounced and possibly harder to detect. More investigation is required during charging
and discharging to determine the applicability of the ICF method in charging as there seems
to be another prominent peak located at the higher voltages. Future work would also include
investigating the sensitivity of the ICF curves to the applied C-rate, and implementing this
estimation method in on-board state of health monitoring prognostic algorithms.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusions
This thesis has focused on utilizing state of the art sensing technologies for better bat-
tery state estimation, in an effort to decrease pack costs while maintaining performance.
The techniques involved using novel thin film temperature sensors that could be embedded
between the cells. This would allow more accurate and faster temperature estimation of
the core temperatures of the cells. Also, force measurements were used in incremental ca-
pacity analysis for a supplementary or even complimentary method of estimating state of
health or capacity fade of a battery. In conclusion, the main contributions of this thesis are
summarized below.
A method for coupling the parameterization of an electro-thermal model with a high
fidelity finite element model flow model was developed [31, 32]. In a battery pack where
complex geometries affect airflow, it is very hard to parameterize the flow parameters and
associated convection of an electro-thermal pack model. However, by coupling the param-
eterization of the heat generation with a finite element flow model, an accurate parameteri-
zation of the electro-thermal model can be obtained.
The electro-thermal model was validated against a wide range of operating conditions
utilizing new temperature sensor technologies that enable measurement of the surface tem-
perature of cells while operating. This allows for temperature validation of distributed
thermal models over the surface of the cell. Validation is done against different nominal
SOCs, ambient temperatures, current amplitudes and pulse widths.
A method for choosing the optimal sensor location on the surface of a cell [33] was de-
veloped. Conventional temperature sensors are placed near the tabs of the cells in a battery
pack given the physical constraints. However, with the use of new thin film temperature
sensors, the temperature at the surface locations can be measured. Thus a variation of the
eigenmode projection method presented by Lim et al. [27] is developed to allow for the
best thermal estimation of the core nodes of a jelly roll inside the battery.
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A power management strategy that takes into account the electrical and thermal con-
straints of a battery is applied at a pack level. The results show that pack size can be
decreased by more than 15% while shifting the operating SOC window [35]. This would
result in minimal capacity fade increase (less than 1%) for the same pack energy throughput
at the end of life. The downsizing of the pack also results in a 10% decrease in costs.
A novel method of using force measurements for estimating capacity fade is shown
[30]. This method relies on the incremental capacity analysis. However instead of using
voltage, the method relies on the force measurements during the operation of a battery. For
an NMC cell, the capacity fade estimation using the incremental capacity analysis using
voltage happens around the 40% of state of charge, while that using force measurements
happens around the 70% of state of charge. This means that this can be used more often in
an electric vehicle (EV) or plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV), which would result in
better capacity estimation. Also, this method can result in individual cell capacity estimates
with an absolute mean and standard deviation on the error of 0.42% and 1.14% respectively
between the measured and estimated capacities. The method is shown to be insensitive to
the applied C-rate for C-rates less than C/3. Furthermore, preliminary results show that
estimation can be done around the same SOC in both the charging and discharging cases.
6.2 Future work
The work done throughout this thesis can be expanded upon for future work. First,
more work could be done on the optimal sensor placement problem in the pack. Second and
more importantly, a fully coupled electro-thermal mechanical model for a pack could be
formulated that could be used for better state estimation. The results shown above regarding
a model based power limiting algorithm that could potentially lead to a downsized pack can
be applied in a supervisory HEV controller to study the potential change in the effective
miles per gallon in the vehicle. Finally, further investigation is required into analyzing the
behavior of the ICF method in estimating capacity in a charging mode, and looking at the
dependance of the ICF curves to the applied C-rate.
6.2.1 Optimal sensor placement in pack
The optimal sensor locations have been looked at using two methods using the observ-
ability and observability gramian matrix of the system. However, more attention and work
is needed for understanding why different methods result in different sensor locations. The
work done in [120] is an important step towards this goal and will be used as a basis, among
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other approaches, to look at the optimal sensor placement. This is important in understand-
ing where the sensors should be placed and how many sensors are needed to sufficiently be
able to estimate the battery dynamics.
6.2.2 Coupled Electro-thermal mechanical pack model
A fully coupled electro-thermal mechanical model that couples the electrical, thermal
and mechanical behavior of a pack could be constructed. The model will utilize measure-
ments of force in addition to the traditional temperature, current and voltage measurements
to better estimate the states in the pack cells. Some significant work has been done towards
that direction. The authors in [114, 121] develop phenomenological force and swelling
models that can predict the thermal and intercalation force and swelling of Lithium-ion bat-
teries when cycled. A coupled electro-thermal mechanical model was developed in [122]
that was able to capture the force response under transient and dynamic cycling of cells
in a constrained fixture. Thus future work could look at adopting coupled electro-thermal
mechanical models for battery packs that can be used for better state of charge estimation
[29] and capacity fade estimation [30].
6.2.3 Supervisory HEV controller
The work in this thesis has shown that a battery pack could potentially be downsized
when a model based power limiting algorithm is utilized. A validated pack electro-thermal
model and a capacity fading model were used to predict state changes and capacity fade
at the end of life of a battery. Given that, when downsized, the battery pack cost could be
reduced by 10%, it would be interesting to investigate the effect this downsizing has on the
overall miles per gallon rating of the considered vehicle. For such a purpose, a supervisory
controller is needed to optimize the power split between the battery pack and the engine.
6.2.4 Further work into ICF method
Preliminary results using the ICF method reveal that the method is indeed C-rate inde-
pendent for low C-rates of less than C/3. However, as the C-rate increases the peaks of the
ICF curves start shifting. Future research could investigate this phenomena and identify the
root causes; whether the variability is due to temperature or mechanical issue that is C-rate
dependent. Also, it has been shown that, unlike the ICV curves which have different peaks
in charge and discharge, the ICF peaks are almost exactly at the same location but are less
pronounced. More investigation and analysis is required to understand this behavior and
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whether the ICF peaks in charging follow the same trend as they do in the discharging case.
Finally, it is shown that in the charging case, there exists another prominent ICF peak at
high voltage that would require further analysis into whether it is a consistent phenomenon
as the cell degrades.
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APPENDIX A
Degradation Experiments
A.1 US06 cycling
A charge sustaining current cycle was applied and repeated for 450 times continuously
to the cells. The applied cycle is a high power cycle from a HEV operating on a US06
cycle. The current profile is applied throughout a two stage degradation experiment. Ta-
ble A.1 shows the important features of the current profile for both stages of the degradation
experiments. Details of the aging procedure follows:
• Set thermal chamber ambient temperature to 25◦C.
• Charge all cells at 5 A (1 C-rate) using a constant-current constant-voltage (CCCV)
protocol to 4.1 V (corresponding to 100% SOC), until the current reaches 0.05 A.
• Discharge fixtures 1 through 4 to {33, 50, 66, 50}% SOCs for the first stage of degra-
dation experiments (first 3500 cycles) and to {40, 50, 60, 50} % for the second stage
of degradation experiments (next 2700 cycles) when current increases by a factor of
1.3.
• Set thermal chamber ambient temperature to 10◦C for first stage of degradation ex-
periments and to 25◦C for the second stage.
• Rest for one day.
• Apply the current profile detailed in Table A.1 for 450 cycles. In the first state of
degradation experiments the current is not scaled. During the second stage, the cur-
rent is scaled by a factor of 1.3.
• Proceed to capacity calculations (refer to App. A.2).
The US06 cycle profile is shown in fig. A.1 below. Also table A.1 shows the important
features of the current profile for the degradation experiments.
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Figure A.1: US06 current profile used for the degradation experiments.
Table A.1: Current profile features during first and second stage experiments.
First Stage Second Stage
Duration [sec] 1320 1320
RMS current [A] 45 60
Max |Current| [A] 137 178
Max |∆Current| [A] 84 109
Max SOC swing [%] 20 26
A.2 Capacity measurements
After the fixtures have been cycled with the current profile (details in Table A.1) for
450 times, a capacity calculation routine is done for all cells according to the following
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procedure:
• Charge all cells with a 5 A (1 C-rate) using a constant-current constant-voltage
(CCCV) protocol to 4.1 V (corresponding to 100% SOC), until the current reaches
0.05 A.
• Set thermal chamber ambient temperature to 25◦C
• Rest for one day at the fully charged state at 25◦C.
• Discharge all cells at 1C (5 A) rate to 2.9 v (corresponding to 0% SOC).
• Record discharging capacity of each cell. Also, the capacity of each fixture is the
mean capacity of all 3 cells in the fixture.
• Proceed to current cycling.
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APPENDIX B
Pulse Power Capability Computation
In determining model-based power capability, voltage and SOC constraints are consid-
ered independently based on time-scale separation. The model-based power capability is
typically determined by computing limiting current and projected terminal voltage to avoid
computational burden. To solve each constraint problem, a simple method described in
[41] is adopted to compute the maximum current ensuring that no constraints are violated.
This method is based on iteration and inversion of a dynamic model by receding horizon
scheme as illustrated in Fig. B.1.
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Figure B.1: A Schematic of computing power capability of a battery
Consider a linearized discrete-time electrical model whose dynamics are described by
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the following set of difference equations
xk+1 = Axk +BIk + E,
yk = Cxk +DIk + F,
where system matrices associated with the output, y, are denoted by A, B, C, D, E and
F 1. For a constant current input I¯ , the state x and output y after N future steps are given
by
xk+N = A
Nxk +
N−1∑
i=0
AiBI¯ +
N−1∑
i=0
AiE,
yk+N = Cxk+N +DI¯ + F.
Therefore, at any instant k, the maximum permissible current that does not violate a con-
straint y¯ on the output y in N future steps is determined by
I¯ =
(N−1∑
i=0
CAiB + D
)−1(
y¯ − CANxk −
N−1∑
i=0
CAiE − F
)
.
For more detailed description about the method including how to handle nonlinearities
in thermal dynamics, the interested reader is referred to [41]. In this study, terminal voltage
and SOC are chosen as constraint parameters, i.e. y¯ ∈ {Vmin, Vmax,SOCmin,SOCmax}.
1Matrices for the electrical system are obtained through linearization and discretization processes around
the operating point at each sampling time
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APPENDIX C
Savitsky-Golay (SG) filter
The SG filter fits to successive sets of data a low order polynomial using least squares
method, and can improve the signal to noise ratio without affecting or distorting the signal.
The SG filter requires the window or frame length (F ) and the polynomial order (n) to
be specified. Since the sampling rate is 1 Hz, this would mean that F also represents the
number of data points or samples. For a nice filtering effect, n has to be considerably
smaller than F , otherwise the fitted data is being interpolated to the noisy data. Figure C.1
shows a plot of the force and the derivative of force with respect to discharge capacity for
different frame lengths (F ) and for n = 3. Notice that although, the force fit seems to be
similar using the 3 different frame lengths, the resulting dF/dQ is different. For a short
frame length, the derivative curve exhibits a lot of oscillations indicating that the curve is
being fit to noise and is not being filtered. As the frame length increases, the derivative
curve becomes smoother.
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Figure C.1: Force and dF/dQ curve fits using SG filter during 1C discharge capacity test
for fixture 1 after N = 325 cycles for polynomial order n = 3 and different frame lengths
(F).
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